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A B S T R A C T

Ubiquitous computing, a paradigm in which the processing of information is

linked with each activity or object as encountered, was proposed by Mark Weiser

as the next era for interacting with computers. Its goal is to enable people to inter-

act with devices more naturally and casually in ways that suit whatever location

or context they find themselves in. Ubiquitous computing focuses on learning by

removing the complexity of computing and increases efficiency while using com-

puting for different daily activities.

But after more than 15 years since Weiser formulated these goals, several aspects

of ubiquitous computing are still not a part of user experience with today’s tech-

nology. Seamless integration with environment leading to technological invisibility

or user interaction spanning across multiple devices pose still a great challenge.

The main goal of our work is to make a step towards making the idea of ubiq-

uitous computing a reality by addressing the question about intuitive informa-

tion sharing between a personal device and a situated display. We have developed

three interaction techniques which support unobtrusive content exchange between

touch-enabled personal device and a large display – whether it is shared-private or

public. These techniques are based on video streams, augmented reality, and analy-

sis of gaze data. Besides the interaction techniques, we also present a framework

for real-time application state acquisition and reconstruction on target platform.

We report on user studies focused on the usability of our prototypes and a

system performance evaluations. Our experiments were formed around real-life

scenarios which are commonly experienced throughout the day. For interactions

based on video streams, the results indicate that our techniques outperform the

existing solutions: the localization and task migration is done in real time on a mid-

level cellphone; the localization is reliable even for different observation angles

and for cluttered screen content. Our technique based on gaze analysis goes even

further by allowing for modeling of implicit user preferences through gaze data,

while being accurate and unobtrusive.
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We have seen that computer programming is an art,

because it applies accumulated knowledge to the world,

because it requires skill and ingenuity, and especially

because it produces objects of beauty.

— Donald E. Knuth [87]
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

It’s not enough that we build products that function,

that are understandable and usable, we also need

to build products that bring joy and excitement,

pleasure and fun, and yes, beauty to people’s lives.

— Don Norman

Current handheld devices have the display and computational capabilities of

common desktop machines from several years ago. What is lacking are new meth-

ods of interacting with these ultramobile devices that uniquely suit mobile interac-

tion, rather than derivatives of the desktop interface [66]. This thesis addresses

the question about intuitive content sharing and information reaccess between

user’s personal device and another device. Its core part deals with the development

of a interaction technique which supports unobtrusive content exchange between

touch-enabled personal device and a large display – whether it is shared-private

or public.

Cross-Device Content

Reaccess

Much of the motivation for this work arises from a literature review in human-

computer interaction, psychology and informative visualization. A study by Bales

et al. [9] focused on methods and content of web information reaccess among

personal devices. It showed that cross-device content reaccess is often very sponta-

neous and unplanned and that currently native applications play an important role

in how users reaccess content. Unfortunately, contemporary solutions for content

sharing and information reaccess are mainly document-centric and rely on com-

plicated infrastructure, thus creating barriers for users trying to share information

and collaborate [81]. Dearman et al. [42] state that for most users, the migration

from PC to a mobile platform is more frustrating than any other means of follow-

up. The main source of this frustration is the fact that users are often forced to use

many creative, although very time-consuming, methods to enable content and task

migration among their devices, because of lack of support from software.

As Bales at al. [9] state, users would often use features that were made for dif-

ferent purposes as methods to find information later. Many tools, such as Context

Clipboard, Evernote, and Dropbox, have attempted to address this problem by en-
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2 introduction

abling easy capture and reaccess, such as saving a link to find later [61]. Although

these tools are seamless and easy to use, they still require planning on the part of

the user.

Dearman et al. [42] observed in their study, that among most commonly used

means of content reaccess were: Leaving browser tabs open on the mobile device

as a reminder to reaccess them on another device. Using handwritten or printed

information, carried between the devices, and inputted on the second device. Uti-

lizing shared bookmark systems to access data between devices. when using these

systems, users save a bookmark on one device and have it available on their other

device automatically. Unplanned reaccesses are frequently executed by entering

search queries into another device.

For a vast majority of applications, the initial assumption is still that users in-

teract with just a single computing device throughout the day. The high quality of

smartphone interfaces and always-on connectivity have changed how phones are

used today, with many phones being used more like desktop computers [9]. The

practical consequence of this assumption is the lack of collaboration among de-

vices and user-centric activities that may span multiple devices as well as multiple

applications.

While there are initial steps in this direction [12], these solutions must support a

wider variety of activities and fully recognize the members of a user’s device col-

lection. Researchers have proposed supporting activities that span multiple appli-

cations [33]. However, we need to go farther and provide users with a lightweight

solution for information transfer able to work with different types of information

and contexts, to respect the need for privacy and support additional metadata gen-

erated through interaction which is useful for future interactions on other devices.

These findings suggest focusing on the user and his intent rather than on appli-

cations and devices, making devices aware of their roles and focusing on lighter-

weight methods for information transfer and task synchronization / migration.

Thesis Contributions We are introducing ways for the mobile phone user to unobtrusively interact

with another device (public display, desktop, tablet, . . . ). The user interaction nec-

essary to achieve the communication goal is done on the mobile device to spare

the user the need to use two or more controlling appliances at a time. Our main

contributions are:

• We present novel interaction techniques for continuous interaction across

mobile and desktop platforms;
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• We present a method for real-time application state acquisition and recon-

struction on target platform;

• We report on user studies focused on the usability of our prototypes and

system performance evaluations.

For the purposes of the thesis, it is assumed that the sudden changes in network

connectivity are addressed by the underlying infrastructure so that the reliable and

persistent connection between the content provider display and a personal device

can be established. Furthermore we assume that the communication channel is

secured by a suite of protocols which provide data source authentication, data

integrity, confidentiality and protection against attacks. Both of these assumptions

can be met by utilization of already existing technologies (See Chapter 5), therefore

it is safe to make these assumptions.

1.1 thesis overview

This thesis is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 2 introduces the idea of ubiq-

uitous computing – a post-desktop model of computing and interactions in this

environment. The second chapter also explains why this model of computing is

highly relevant in the context of contemporary global shift from traditional desk-

top metaphor to a natural interaction with multiple devices.

In Chapter 3, we provide a categorization of displays based on their physical

attributes, interaction model and information type. Furthermore we describe the

interaction space between a personal device and a situated display and explain the

challenges and opportunities which this combination of devices brings.

Chapter 4 first provides an overview of the interaction session where personal

device is connected to a situated display. Individual interaction phases are de-

scribed and compared to interaction phases in traditional graphical interfaces as

described by Fitzmaurice [52].

After the introduction, Chapter 4 gives an overview of existing literature on

interaction with pervasive display via personal device. In order to provide con-

tent manipulation and information reaccess, various interaction techniques were

developed by researchers. Four types of interaction techniques are introduced –

techniques based on bimanual interaction, interaction at a distance, interaction

through video streams with a fixed camera setup, and interaction through video

streams with a dynamic camera setup.
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Chapter 5 introduces our interaction technique for task migration between a sit-

uated display and a personal device. This technique is based on an aesthetically ac-

ceptable maker mixed with screen content, which allows for fast and precise local-

ization of the personal device with respect to the screen. Afterwards, a lightweight

framework for content migration is introduced. This framework allows for fast and

reliable task migration, where application state acquired on the content provider

device is restored on the personal device. This chapter is based on our published

paper [79].

In Chapter 6, the previously developed technique is enhanced by introducing

continuous interaction. The whole interaction is based on the metaphor of video

recording – personal device’s display is updated in real-time and receives contin-

uous feedback. In every moment throughout the interaction session, the user is

given relevant content migration options. Chapter 6 is based on our published

paper [78].

Chapter 7 introduces a new way of interaction with situated displays with per-

sonalized implicit feedback based on estimating preferences from user’s gaze –

PeepList. By introducing gaze, we overcome a major drawback of the previous ap-

proaches – observable marker field mixed with screen’s content. We show that the

gaze analysis is an unobtrusive and reliable way to gain user’s preferences which

can be further refined and improved on a personal device as a part of secondary

interaction. This chapter is based on our published paper [76].

Chapter Closing Remarks summarizes the contributions of the thesis based on

the findings presented in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. It concludes with a discussion about

possible directions for future work.



2
I N T E R A C T I N G I N H E T E R O G E N E O U S E N V I R O N M E N T

My colleagues and I at PARC believe

that what we call ubiquitous computing

will gradually emerge as the dominant mode

of computer access over the next 20 years.

— Mark Weiser [169]

More than 15 years ago, Mark Weiser proposed ubiquitous computing, a para-

digm in which the processing of information is linked with each activity or object

as encountered, as the next era for interacting with computers. Ubiquitous comput-

ing focuses on learning by removing the complexity of computing and increases

efficiency while using computing for different daily activities.

Weiser foresaw miniaturized and inter-connected devices embedded into our

environment, playing a crucial role in our daily activities. Given today’s broad

availability and utilization of smartphones, tablets, sensor networks, public dis-

plays and intelligent wearable devices it is clear, that Weiser’s vision is becoming

a reality.

What is important to realize is that the vision of post-desktop model of comput-

ing introduced by Weiser, Brown and other researchers goes far beyond just devices

and encompasses also their integration into the environment and describes interac-

tions with these smart environments (See Fig. 1). Weiser predicted that technology

would be seamlessly integrated into objects and spaces utilized by people on a

daily basis, whether they are public or private, where it would be accessible at any

time:

"The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into

the fabric of everyday life, until they are indistinguishable from it"[169].

Ubiquitous Computing

and Embodied

Interaction

To enable people to interact with devices more naturally and casually in ways

that suit whatever location or context they find themselves in, Weiser and John

Seely Brown proposed technology that "engages both the center and periphery of our

attention and in fact moves back and forth between the two" [43]. This is necessary to

create environments saturated with computing and communication capability, yet

5



6 interacting in heterogeneous environment

Figure 1: The major trends in computing as described by M. Weiser in [170]

gracefully integrated with human users, thus creating what Weiser and Brown call

"calm". In Designing Calm Technology, calm technology is described as "that which

informs but doesn’t demand our focus or attention" [170]. They state that "calmness is

a new challenge that ubiquitous computing brings" [43]. This statement is still true, as

several aspects ubiquitous computing are still not a part of user experience with

today’s technology. Seamless integration with environment leading to technologi-

cal invisibility or smooth transitions between foreground activity and peripheral

perception still present challenge.

By building on the foundations blocks of ubiquitous computing and extending

them Paul Dourish along with other researchers – Lucy Suchman, Terry Winograd,

Bonnie Nardi and others developed the concept of embodied interaction.

"Embodiment is the property of our engagement with the world that allows us to make it

meaningful. Embodied Interaction is the creation, manipulation, and sharing of meaning

through engaged interaction with artifacts" [47].

Interacting with

Digital Artifacts

In order to achieve a more natural interaction, it is important to look at how the

digital artifacts are embedded in the real world, and how they can play different

roles in our lives. Embodiment is highly relevant for human-computer interaction.

Instead of focusing the interaction design primarily on technology and computing,

embodied interaction acknowledges that interaction is closely connected to the

setting in which in occurs.

It is essential to extend the core principles of ubiquitous computing by incorpo-

rating ideas of phenomenology theory, social computing, and tangible user inter-
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Figure 2: Taxonomy of computer systems research problems in pervasive computing [144].

faces, emphasizing the importance of designing technology that exploits human

skills and experiences [100].

Failing Desktop

Metaphor

The core concept of ubiquitous computing and embodied interaction emphasizes

user’s simultaneous interaction with multiple devices seamlessly integrated into

the environment. Instead of focusing on just a single device at a time, this vision

is centered on user interaction spanning across multiple devices. The traditional

desktop metaphor, characteristic for the second wave of computing, is more and

more flawed and unable to satisfy the new user interaction and user experience re-

quirements. These requirements are originating from the necessity to utilize many

heterogeneous devices in distributed computing environment.

As Moran and Zhai argue in [106]:

"The strict concept of the desktop metaphor is already a "straw man" notion, but it can

help us characterize where we were and where we are going. We are already in mid-flight

from the desktop metaphor to somewhere else."

"(. . . ) the world is moving beyond the desktop/office metaphor."

Filling the

"Missing Link" –

Connecting Personal

and Public Devices

While we already have enabling technologies for mobile computing and dis-

tributed systems (See Fig. 2), it is still necessary to fill the "missing link" between

the conventional desktop metaphor and the multi-device era. To satisfy this need,

researchers have explored the possibility of harnessing the input and output ca-

pabilities of different devices to improve user interaction with a large variety of

devices.
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Paak et al. observed that there are two major trends in research regarding public,

or shared computing scenarios [118].

The first category focuses on large, individual displays with large high-resolution

screens and simple input modality, given by the type of display and its primary

purpose, usually keyboard, pointing device or touchscreen. These displays are

commonly used as public content providers – providing navigation or information

services. While they are usually equipped with advanced computing and network-

ing capabilities, they frequently limit interaction to those who have direct access

to the input device.

The second category focuses on mobile and ultramobile personal devices – smart-

phones, tablets or laptops. These devices act usually as both input and output de-

vices and offer complex input modalities – computer vision, speech recognition,

motion or orientation. They allow for interaction scenarios where interaction is

distributed in space among a number of users. On the other hand, smaller screen

sizes and usually low battery lifetime often hinder dynamic interaction [118].

What is missing from contemporary shared displays is interactivity and com-

putation [118]. Event in cases where the display is interactive, usually only single

simple input modality is available for user. Besides this, current shared and public

display are making it very difficult for users to transfer and share their content and

merge this publicly available content with private information (e.g., add publicly

available event date to a private calendar or build list of preferences and store it

on a private device).

Enabling Calm

Technology Through

Synergy of Personal

and Public Devices

Ultramobile devices and situated displays have a great potential for synergy,

given by their complementary properties. Their coupling enables to combine per-

sonalised interactivity of a small (ultra)mobile and personal device with presenta-

tion space of a large, publicly available display [129]. Only with appropriate design,

and by using technologies and interaction metaphors that parallel the way the user

thinks about a task as closely as possible, are we able to achieve intuitive content

sharing and information reaccess between user’s personal device and a situated

display. Enabling this type of interaction, all in the context of Weiser’s vision of

"Calm Technology", is the goal of our work.
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TA B S , PA D S A N D B O A R D S – C AT E G O R I Z AT I O N

O F D I S P L AY S

Design needs to be plugged into human

behaviour. Design dissolves in behaviour.

— Naoto Fukasawa

When Weiser articulated his vision regarding ubiquitous computing and devices

that users would interact with, he provided their categorization based primarily on

their size:

Ubiquitous computers will also come in different sizes, each suited to a particular task.

My colleagues and I have built what we call tabs, pads and boards: inch-scale machines

that approximate active Post-It notes, foot-scale ones that behave something like a sheet

of paper (or a book or a magazine), and yard-scale displays that are the equivalent of a

blackboard or bulletin board [169].

Now, twenty years later, we can assign many common contemporary devices to

each of the three categories.

Today’s "inch-scale machines" – smartphones, wearables, personal multimedia

players, sensors or handheld gaming devices are ubiquitous. But unlike Weiser

predicted, they are used mainly for personal entertainment, rather than to control

the environment surrounding the user [48].

The "foot-scale machines" used commonly nowadays come mainly in two forms

of devices – e-book readers and tablets. Weiser originally imagined them as "scrap

computers" scattered around the house or office, to be used ad-hoc. Unlike origi-

nally envisioned, both types of devices are currently considered personal – carried

around by users and contain private data.

The third category – the "yard-scale machines" are very close to Weiser’s vision.

They represent contemporary large-scale screens used for collaboration in the form

of interactive whiteboards, dynamic billboards or interactive kiosks [48]. These de-

vices are broadly available and commonly used in a large variety of environments.

9



10 tabs , pads and boards – categorizationof displays

Categorization of

Displays based on

Physical Attributes

This categorization based on physical attributes (especially size) is one of the

most obvious and natural as other properties, such as mobility, reachability and in-

put source, can by linked directly to it. Mobility of the display (and thus the whole

device), is inversely proportional to the size of the display. Another aspect closely

related to the physical size of the screen is its reachability. Reachability refers to

user’s ability to physically reach any part of the display. Therefore we can dis-

tinguish between fully reachable displays, where user is able to reach any part

of the display without utilization of any special tools, partly reachable displays,

where only screen’s subregion is reachable, and unreachable displays [17]. Third

physical aspect used for categorizing displays is the availability and the type of

input source [17]. The lack of available input sources makes the (public) display

non-interactive, usually serving as a passive broadcaster of information. Fully in-

teractive displays can be accessed directly by users and do not require any special

inputs. Semi-interactive displays require specialized input sources for interaction.

An example of a rather exotic input source is the "SMSlingshot" – a slingshot with

texting capability used for interaction with a large-scale media facade [51].

Categorization of

Displays based on Size

of Audience and Type

of Space

Apart from categorizing displays based on physical properties, Huang and My-

natt [69] argue that size of audience and type of space are beneficial for display

categorization.

While exploring the applications of public displays for co-located group envi-

ronments, Huang and Mynatt define three groups of audience that are typically

targeted by applications – pairs, small groups (up to ten users) and large groups

(twenty or more users). Individual applications usually support only one of these

groups and utilize displays which are either individually viewed and thus can be

considered private (screen of a smartphone, tablet, laptop), viewed in a shared pri-

vate space (displays in meeting rooms, offices, labs), or are publicly available (public

displays in shopping malls, interactive building facades).

Looking at theses two dimensions – size of audience and type of space, we can

define several categories of applications, each with specific content and privacy

requirements. For example, applications for pairs on individual displays, desktop

applications for large groups, or applications for large groups in public spaces [69].

Categorization of

Displays based on

Display’s Interaction

Model

The third type of display categorization is based on interaction model primar-

ily used by the display. The vision of ubiquitous computing emphasizes that the

environment should be saturated with devices and at the same time creating calm

and effortlessly shifting between center of attention and periphery. This is very

challenging especially for larger displays, as they are placed in selected environ-
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ment/context and are constantly competing for audience attention with a vast

range of other stimuli – people, traffic, or other signs [110]. what is more, unlike

with smartphones and tablets, users are consumers of content from these displays

and not their owners. This is why we cannot automatically assume that they are

aware of these devices and will engage in interaction with them [156].

Vogel and Balakrishnan introduced an interaction framework which does not

rely solely on physical proximity to delineate different interaction phases. Their

framework consists of four continuous phases with fluid inter-phase transitions:

ambient, implicit, subtle, and personal [161].

Figure 3: Interaction phases with a public display based on continuous transitions as de-

scribed by [161].

In order to enable comparability between studies, Muller at al. introduced the

"Audience Funnel". Audience Funnel is a interaction framework similar to Vogel and

Balakrishnan’s, which focuses primarily on audience engagement with public dis-

plays. Audience Funnel "describes the interaction process as a series of different phases.

Usually, but not necessarily, users need to enter one phase before they can proceed to the

next one. The boundaries between these phases can be described as thresholds, which need

to be passed by the user to interact more closely with the display, or at which the interaction

process is aborted [110]." Audience Funnel recognizes six phases of user behaviour –

passing by a display, viewing and reacting, subtle interaction, direct interaction, multiple

interactions and follow-up actions (See Fig. 4). Muller at al. argue, that by measur-

ing the number of interactions in individual phases it is possible to discover the

highest thresholds which prevent further interactions and take corrective actions.

Categorization of

Displays based on

Information Type

The fourth type of categorization is based on information type exchanged be-

tween the user and display. Similar to space type, exchanged information type can

be public and thus available to a broad audience without any access control, private,
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Figure 4: A model of interaction focused on audience engagement with public displays.

Based on [110].

accessible only by its creator / owner, or semi-private, where it is available only to

selected users.

3.1 personal devices meet situated displays –

the design space

By combining two or more display characteristics, we are able to plot various areas

of interaction along these selected dimensions. In [45], Dix et al. created a map of

interaction space between input devices and displays (See Fig. 5), which is based

on type of space and input given by the type of audience.

In this map, the traditional user interfaces occupy lower left corner. This is be-

cause they are developed mainly for a single user utilizing a single device under

their sole control.

The Computer-Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) occupies the central area,

at the intersection of shared-private displays (also called group displays) with in-

put of personal and semi-personal devices (e.g. the electronic whiteboard marker).

CSCW focuses at (work)groups – parts of an organisation, friends/family groups

or some self-selecting group.

The upper left area is left mostly empty. As Dix argues that although it may

be interesting to ponder for artistic purposes, "(. . . ) there doesn’t seem to be any

immediate examples or potential applications for input devices that are more public than

the displays they control." [46]

The right hand side of the diagram represents different forms of public display

interactions. At the top right we have interaction through public devices. Applica-

tions in this area are in the arts/entertainment domain.
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Figure 5: Map of interaction space between input devices and displays. In the bottom right,

with an overlap to bottom center, is the area that is the focus of this thesis –

personal devices and public displays. Based on [46].

The middle right represents interaction with public displays through group de-

vices. There are groups in public spaces who may wish to interact with each other.

However, the slot has also been hashed out as it seems likely that most group

interactions with public displays will either be using the personal devices of the

individuals in the group, or solely through public devices.

In the bottom right, with an overlap to bottom center, we have the area that is

the focus of this thesis: personal devices and public displays.

Patterns of interaction

based on disparity of

input/output modalities

When considering input/output options and display size, personal mobile and

ultramobile devices are built predominantly for private usage – manipulating with

private information and their sharing and collaboration possibilities are limited.

On the other hand, situated displays are built primarily for displaying of publicly

available information, but lack the broad range of sensors and input capabilities

present on mobile devices.

This disparity in input/output modalities and screen size naturally leads to dif-

ferent patterns of interaction, where:

• the mobile device is used to view and manipulate private information

• the device is used for input and the public device is used for output
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• public device is used as an input (primary interaction) and mobile device

uses result of primary interaction in the form of secondary interaction.

While these cases do not cover all possible configurations, they cover a large

majority of existing and potential uses [46].

Interaction types based

on physical entities

When interacting with public displays, three physical entities can be parts of the

interaction – user’s body, personal device and a situated display.

One of the basic types of interaction is direct interaction of a users with a situ-

ated display. The user approaches the display and directly starts interacting with it,

based on the input modalities provided by the display. The user received usually

visual feedback, sometimes accompanied by other type, such as haptic. This inter-

action type includes cases where user directly interacts with a situated display and

feedback based on this interaction is sent to user’s private device for secondary in-

teraction. This interaction type depends on proximity betweeen user and situated

display.

The second type of interaction uses the private device in the role of an input

provider. This way the user is able to access the content displayed on a screen

and add own content, or modify provider’s existing content. This interaction type

depends on proximity betweeen user and a private device.

Third interaction type relies on proximity of all three physical entities and if

often used for content/task migration, where user uses personal device to select

relevant parts of content, which is afterwards transferred to a private device.

Personal Device and

Situated Display –

Scenarios

Personal device coupled with situated displays can be used for a variety of pur-

poses; some of these are similar to those on a standard desktop display, but some

very different [45].

Private device equipped with a display can be used to mirror (some part of)

the content provider or provide additional interaction surface (See Section 4.1.1

for examples). Additional surface is also suitable for interaction scenarios where

interaction consists of multiple sequential interaction steps.

Text input is usually implemented by sending a SMS, inputting text via web

interface/native application or wirelessly connected device acts as a Bluetooth

keyboard. Besides textual input, mobile and ultramobile devices equipped with

sensors can be used to provide application-specific input (Section 4.1.2).

The freedom to spontaneously work on large situated displays, without the fear

of privacy infringements is a very challenging task [134]. In order to achieve Per-

sonal Identification – to detect and identify users in the "private zone", usually
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infrared (IR) and radio frequency identification (RFID) technology is used (Sec-

tion 4.2.1).

Personal devices have been used for pointing/selection devices – as a substi-

tute for an optical mouse, tracked based on their display, and physically touched

against the display (Section 4.2.2 provides description of absolute and hybrid point-

ing techniques).

Identification and selection of a display in a multi-display environment is a

task similar to personal identification, but from a user’s point of view. Previous

approaches relied mainly on wireless technology [32], with recent shift towards

camera-based display selection as high-resolution cameras became ubiquitous on

mobile devices [19]. (Section 4.2.3 provides more details about interaction tech-

niques in multi–display environment).

Content Migration is an extension of the simple selection scenario. User selected

content is identified on the content provider’s screen and along with its internal

state and metadata is transferred to the client device where it is reconstructed. This

approach goes beyond simple transfer of screen’s (sub)region and instead of image,

the whole application state is transferred to a client device (Section 4.3).

Public dynamic displays become ubiquitous, as static information posters and

bulletin boards are being replaced by digital technologies, though rarely given a

second thought [40]. Connecting shared displays to mobile devices is an obvious

way to leverage the best of both worlds, but tight synergy comes only when mobile

device users can rely on the ubiquity of shared displays [118].
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Prototype tabs, pads and boards are just

the beginning of ubiquitous computing.

The real power of the concept comes

not from any one of these devices;

it emerges from the interaction of all of them.

— Mark Weiser [169]

This chapter provides an overview of the interaction session where personal de-

vice is connected to a situated display. Individual interaction phases are described

and compared to interaction phases in traditional graphical interfaces. In order to

provide content manipulation and information reaccess, various interaction tech-

niques were developed by researchers. This chapter gives an extensive overview of

existing literature on interaction with pervasive display via personal device.

Phases of interaction

session

The interaction process with an external display requires users first to establish

a connection to the remote display. Before the actual connection, users need to

identify and select the display they want to exchange information with. Afterwards

users are able to select and manipulate with content displayed on a remote screen.

These interaction steps are very similar to the interaction steps of traditional

graphical interfaces as Fitzmaurice described them [52]:

"With traditional GUIs there are often three phases of interaction: (1) acquire physical

device, (2) acquire logical device (e.g., a UI widget such as a scrollbar or button) and (3)

manipulate the virtual device."

Connection to a remote display via (ultra)mobile device is the alternative to

the acquisition of a physical device. Using the sensors and input/output capabili-

ties of an (ultra)mobile device in order to select content for manipulation can be

mapped to Fitzmaurice’s logical device acquisition. The content manipulation can be

done using the (ultra)mobile device. In this phase the device’s screen and network-

ing capabilities play usually the crucial role. One of the major differences between

the traditional desktop-based interaction model and novel phone-based interaction

techniques is the presence of a secondary display on the mobile device. Figure 6

17
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Figure 6: Mapping of phases of interaction with traditional GUIs and phases of interaction

session involving personal device and a pervasive display. Left column displays

individual interaction steps in traditional desktop user interfaces as Fitzmaurice

described them in [52]. Middle column shows how these steps can be mapped to

interaction steps involving personal device and a situated display. Right column

shows mapping of these steps to individual sections in this chapter.

visualizes the mapping of phases of interaction with traditional GUIs and phases

of interaction session involving personal device and a pervasive display.

This chapter consists of three main parts. Section 4.1 describes the first inter-

action phase - the acquisition of an external display. It is divided into two main

parts - connecting at short distances, describing wireless, short ranged connections

and connecting to remote displays at variable distances. Section 4.2 provides a

detailed overview of main categories of interaction techniques used during inter-

action of personal devices and pervasive displays. These interaction techniques

are employed during content selection and content acquisition phases of interac-

tion session. Interaction techniques focused on content–transfer between personal

device and a situated display are described in Section 4.3.

4.1 connecting to external displays

The speed and ease of setting up a data connection between personal devices and

situated display or any other device embedded in the environment are two of
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the key considerations. There are two basic approaches based on the distance be-

tween physical entities - connecting at short distances and connecting at variable

distances.

4.1.1 Connecting at Short Distances

Touching and bumpingPhysically connecting devices by touching them, bumping, or placing them within

few centimeters in order to establish connection between them is one of the most

straightforward approaches regarding short-range connections.

ConnecTable allows coupling of single-user pen-based displays to form an ad-

hoc multi-user setup for shared work. ConnecTable displays dynamically form

a homogeneous display area when moved close to each other. The appropriate

triggering signal comes from built-in sensors allowing users to temporally combine

their individual displays to a larger shared one by a simple physical movement in

space [155].

Siftables is a collection of compact tiles (36mm x 36mm x 10mm), each with

a color LCD screen, a 3-axis accelerometer and four IrDA infrared transceivers.

They can be physically manipulated as a group to interact with digital informa-

tion and media. The four IrDA transceivers are tuned for extremely short-range

communication (1̃cm), and are used to detect neighboring tiles at close range. The

sensed information can be shared with other siftables or with a nearby computer

wirelessly [105].

NFC and RFIDAnother mean of short–range distance connection is coupling via Near Field

Communication (NFC). NFC is a radio-based technology for short-range data ex-

change between reading devices, e.g. mobile phones, and passive wireless tags [23].

It is closely related to Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), but better tailored to

support different interaction modalities (read/write, tag emulation, P2P) in mobile

devices [166]. Especially the use in conjunction with mobile phones offers great

opportunities and is widely utilized for payments and ticketing, electronic keys,

identification, information sharing or setup of services [121].

Mobile interaction with NFC and RFID has considerably evolved since 1999.

Want et al. [167] pioneered object augmentation by tagging everyday objects with

RFID-tags to link them with electronic documents or email-addresses. In research

regarding pervasive computing the NFC and RFID technologies are commonly

used to tag physical objects in order to identify them, to link them with digital
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resources like information or services and to facilitate the interaction with them

[24], [133].

Reilly et al. were the first to develop a functional prototype which explored the

interaction techniques suitable for passive displays and handheld computers / cell-

phones as interaction devices [130]. They have used a paper map augmented with

a set of RFID tags representing the touchable options. A mobile device, which was

connected to a RFID reader, was used to read these tags in order to get additional

information about objects on the map.

Rukzio et al. compared different NFC-based interaction techniques that allow a

user to touch a dynamic display with their mobile device in order to perform an

action [141] [140] [62].

Grid of twenty readers/writers for interaction with passive NFC phones – Pit-

Touch Octopus [1] is a used-car purchasing application where each row of reader-

s/writers represents various buying criteria [62].

A multi-user touch technology for tabletop front-projected displays called Dia-

mondTouch is able to identify its users by transmitting a different electrical signal

to each part of the table surface. When a user touches the table, signals are capa-

citively coupled from directly beneath the touch point, through the user, and into

a receiver unit associated with that user. The receiver can then determine which

parts of the table surface the user is touching [44].

PhoneTouch is a technique for integration of mobile phones and interactive sur-

faces. The technique enables use of phones to select targets on the surface by direct

touch, facilitating for instance pick & drop style transfer of objects between phone

and surface. The technique is based on separate detection of phone touch events

by the surface, which determines location of the touch, and by the phone, which

contributes device identity [147].

Conventional camera Several close-range connection initialization approaches exist where a single con-

ventional camera is used to locate displays arranged in space, identify them a

connect. Devices are synchronized with the camera and flash a sequence of color-

coded frames encoding their ID. The Junkyard Jumbotron allows for stitching of

random displays into a large virtual display by taking a photograph of them [21].

Phone as a Pixel takes a similar approach. It is a scalable, synchronization-free sys-

tem for creating large, ad-hoc displays from a collection of smaller devices. It uses

a color transition encoding scheme to identify and locate displays [148].
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4.1.2 Connecting at Variable Distances

Physically reaching distant displays may not be always an option for various rea-

sons. Their size, placement or other factors may make it physically unreachable.

This is especially true for wall-sized displays which are meant to be used by mul-

tiple users at the same time, interactive building facades or similar large-scale

display-enabled devices.

One of the most commonly used ways to locate a remote pervasive display is

network discovery – either via Bluetooth device name discovery or wireless (WiFi)

connection.

Bluetooth device

name-based discovery
The e-Campus public display network supports interaction based on the use

of Bluetooth device names as a control channel between users’ mobile phones

and computational resources in their local environment [38]. Similarly, Jose et al.

[72] used devices’ named acquired via Bluetooth discovery to display content on

InstantPlaces public displays.

Cheverest et al. [32] explored the use of Bluetooth equipped mobile phones to

support interaction with situated displays, in particular, the ability for users to

send and receive both pictures and messages from their phone to the situated

door–mounted displays outside of the apartments. Similarly, Boring et al. [18] used

Bluetooth to create connection between the display’s host computer and the phone.

The Personal Server [168] is a mobile system designed to enable interaction with

user’s personal data through the surrounding computing infrastructure. Personal

Server utilizes the screens and keyboards of nearby computers through a short-

range wireless link and Bluetooth discovery.

Berger et al. [15] used Bluetooth to initiate connection from personal devices to

symbiotic displays – intelligent network devices that can be enlisted on demand

by mobile devices, offering higher resolutions and larger viewing areas when com-

pared to ultramobile devices.

Network Discovery

with Central server

Another frequent type of connection initiation is the usage of a central server

which acts as a gateway to the system. Several researchers chose to build their

infrastructure using an instant messaging (IM) architecture (e.g., Pierce [127], or

Chang [30]). Utilizing an (existing) IM architecture to facilitate communication be-

tween a personal device and a situated display provides many benefits, as these

architectures already implement mechanisms for message exchange, relationships

descriptions and presence updates (which are vital for client’s availability notifica-

tions). What is more, IM clients open persistent outgoing connections to a central
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server, which has a known address or is located via network discovery, and this

central server routes messages between them, allowing clients to receive incoming

messages without needing to accept incoming network connections [127]. Every

entity, for instance, a server, a component, a user connected with a client, is identi-

fiable by an ID. Each ID contains a set of ordered elements in the following format

node@domain/resource. Domain is the primary identifier, Node is the secondary

identifier representing the "user" and Resource is an optional third identifier used

to identity specific objects belong to a user. Resources enable a single user to main-

tain several simultaneous connections [176].

Barcodes and markers The wide availability of camera-equipped mobile devices with significant com-

putational power allowed for on-device image processing. This processed image

can be used as an additional input and a source of context data [84]. Especially 2D

high-capacity barcodes are able to store enough information to allow for device lo-

calization and/or provide the reliably encoded resource locator. This information

can be further used to establish a secure connection between the personal device

and the content provider.

Broll et al. [25] presented architecture of the generic service framework that takes

advantage of physical mobile interaction for the invocation of Web Services. Their

implementation uses the information encoded in fiduciary markers to invoke a

remote service. Rukzio et al. [142] presented a conceptual system which allows

the usage of posters as gateways to corresponding mobile services. They embed-

ded visual codes representing services into physical posters. The UbiCode visual

marker [150] by Shin and Im contains both network and public key information

in a single visual tag. This method of key agreement does not require an existing

network connection between devices, nor does it require the transmission of the

entire public key in the visual tag. Claycomb and Shin [34] use the UbiColor visual

marker to establish a secure channel between a camera-enabled mobile device (in

the role of a client) and a screen-enabled service provider (the host). De Luca et

al. proposed a similar approach – for each connection, a visual marker is created

and displayed on the screen. It includes all the information necessary to establish

a secure connection between the mobile device and the terminal [41].
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4.2 mobile interaction – overview of interaction

techniques

This section provides an overview of main categories of interaction techniques

which serve as a base for newly developed techniques between the pervasive dis-

play and a personal device. These categories are Bimanual Interaction, Interaction

at a Distance, and Interaction Through Video Streams. Our interaction techniques

for content tranfer and information reaccess between personal device and a situ-

ated display are based on previous intensive research focused on these areas.

4.2.1 Bimanual Interaction

Bimanual interaction is concerned with how humans use both hands to accom-

plish tasks in everyday life and how those skills can be used to enhance human-

computer interaction [146].

There are two types of bimanual action – symmetric and asymmetric. During the

symmetric action, both hands perform similar or identical tasks. During the asym-

metric action, each hand performs different subtasks. Parallelism occurs when both

hands are performing tasks at the same time. The amount of parallelism can vary,

depending on how much work each hand is doing [8].

Guiard’s influential research in the form of Guiard’s Kinematic Chain [58] [59]

provides a solid theoretical foundation for the design of bimanual interaction tech-

niques.

Bier et al. proposed the bimanual interaction in [16]. They introduced ToolglassTM–

user interface widgets that are positioned by the non–dominant hand between an

application and a traditional cursor. The dominant hand positions the cursor. These

widgets may incorporate Magic LensTMfilters that modify the presentation of ap-

plication objects [16].

Buxton et al. [29] studied two-handed input in compound selection/positioning

and navigation/selection tasks. Their results show not only that in the appropriate

context, users are capable of simultaneously providing continuous data from two

hands without significant overhead, but also that the two-handed method signifi-

cantly outperformed the commonly used one-handed method in these tasks.

Bimanual and unimanual image aligning/correction techniques were studied by

Latulipe et al. [92]. Their results show that a symmetric bimanual technique outper-

forms an asymmetric bimanual technique which in turn outperforms a unimanual
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technique. The symmetric technique outperformed the single mouse technique.

Subjects also exhibited more parallel interaction using the symmetric technique

than when using the asymmetric technique.

Kabbash et al. showed that if two-handed techniques can be designed such that

take into account skills that are already in place, two hands for interaction can be

very much superior to one, with no indication that using two hands imposed any

additional cognitive load over and above the familiar one-handed technique [75].

These results were later confirmed in a user study by Guimbretiere et al. [60].

4.2.2 Interaction at a Distance

Similarly to establishing connection at a distance, the aim of interaction at a dis-

tance techniques is to provide an interaction mechanism with physically unreach-

able pervasive displays. In scenarios where touch-based input in unavailable, sev-

eral approaches can be applied in order to compensate for a lack of direct input –

absolute pointing, hybrid pointing, and head–tracking based interactions.

Absolute pointing

techniques

Ray-casting, usually with camera-tracked laser pointers, is one of the most com-

monly used pointing techniques. It is an absolute positioning technique as there

is a direct mapping between the pointing device’s position and the on-screen co-

ordinates. Jota et al. [74] evaluated several ray pointing variants on a wall display.

Tasks included horizontal and vertical targeting, and tracing. Their results show

that techniques based on rotational control perform better for targeting tasks, and

that techniques with low parallax are best for tracing tasks. A system for direct

interaction with a video projection screen using a laser pointer was presented

by Kirstein et al. [85]. XWand allows users to point with a virtual laser [171].

MacKenzie and Stuerzlinger compared laser-based pointing to mouse selection

and showed that laser-based selection is slower and less accurate [97] [116]. Kop-

per et al. [90] showed that the speed of a distal pointing task can be described as

a function of the angular amplitude of movement and the angular size of the tar-

get [114]. This model supports recent findings showing that ray-casting is fast and

accurate with large distant objects but error-prone with smaller items [112] [162].

One of the main reasons for decreased accuracy with ray-casting based selec-

tion of smaller on-screen items is physiological tremor. It is an involuntary muscular

contraction with rhythmical oscillations (8-40 Hz) – result of maintaining a part

of a limb in a constant position [159]. When using freehand pointing or absolute

pointing devices in midair without a stable rest, such natural tremor causes serious
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noise, which makes accurate pointing and selection more difficult or even impos-

sible as the distance between display and user increases [89]. In order to deal with

decreased accuracy caused by physiological tremor, several approaches have been

proposed. To smoothen the pointing, Oh applied the Kalman filter [116]. Myers

et al. [112] used dynamic moving window. Vogel et al. [162] used a similar ap-

proach enhanced with visual and auditory feedback to compensate for the lack of

kinesthetic feedback. While all approaches seem to increase the accuracy they also

introduce a noticeable time lag, which reduces the responsiveness of the pointing

device.

Hybrid pointing

techniqes
In order to improve ray-casting based selection, hybrid pointing techniques were

introduced. Hybrid pointing techniques are based on dual-mode target acquisition

– absolute pointing is paired with relative pointing (usually on a mobile device),

thus creating an interaction technique with higher precision. Vogel and Balakrish-

nan developed and evaluated techniques for distant pointing and clicking [162].

McCallum and Irani introduced a technique for interacting with large displays

using a mobile phone’s touchscreen called ARC-Pad (Absolute+Relative Cursor

pad) [102]. HybridPointing [54] technique lets users easily switch between abso-

lute and relative pointing with a direct input device. Adaptive Pointing technique

[55] by König et a. allows switching between two modes. Switching is based on the

speed of the user’s hand movements. The intention behind this approach is to im-

prove pointing performance for absolute input devices by implicitly adapting the

Control-Display gain (the ratio between hand movement and cursor movement) to

the current user’s needs [89]. Smoothed Pointing is a velocity–based smoothing

technique which enhances the accuracy of remote pointing by filtering both hand

tremors and noisy device signal. It scales the control-to-display ratio proportion-

ally to the input device velocity to increase the accuracy of pointing.

Head tracking

utilization

Several interaction techniques utilize head/face tracking, as head/face orienta-

tion provides a good approximation of user’s looking direction. Nickel and Stiefel-

hagen presented a system capable of visually detecting pointing gestures and esti-

mating the 3D pointing direction in real-time. In order to acquire input features for

gesture recognition, their system tracks the positions of a person’s face and hands

on image sequences provided by a stereo camera [115]. Kitajima et al. integrated

face tracking system into the X Window interface system, and conducted experi-

ments to evaluate the effectiveness of using gaze information for window interfaces

[86]. Morency and Darell [107] described vision-based head gesture recognition

techniques and their use for common user interface commands. They explored
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two perceptual interface components which use detected head gestures for dialog

box confirmation and document browsing.

4.2.3 Interaction Through Video Stream

Interaction through

live–video streams

Tani et al. [157] were among the first to describe interactive video–based technique

that allows interaction with objects in live video on the screen, by having models

of the objects monitored by cameras. In their prototype system called HyperPlant,

developed for monitoring and controlling of an electric power plant, cameras ob-

served selected parts of machinery and operators were able to manipulate these

parts (switches, pipes, . . . ) remotely by clicking and dragging on top of the video

stream. This approach enabled users to take advantage of real spatial context con-

veyed by video, such as layouts of objects in the real world and helps users to

understand or remember the function of an object [157]. Liao et al. presented a sys-

tem that allows remote and local participants of a teleconference to control devices

in a meeting environment using mouse or pen based gestures through video win-

dows [95]. Sketch and Run by Sakamoto et al. [143] is an interface for commanding

home robots by using stroke gestures on a computer screen. The interface allows

the user to control robots and design their behaviors by sketching the robot’s be-

haviors and actions on a top-down view from ceiling cameras. CRISTAL (Control

of Remotely Interfaced Systems using Touch-based Actions in Living spaces) [149]

enables users to control home media devices from a centralized, interactive table-

top through a virtually augmented video image of the surrounding environment.

Portal–based

interaction

Another approach that allows users to reach distant content are portals – re-

motely reachable regions or scaled down versions of the original content. WinCuts

by Tan et al. is an interaction technique that lets users replicate arbitrary regions

of existing windows into independent windows. Each WinCut is a live view of

a source window region that users can interact with [154]. The WIM - World In

Miniature metaphor [151] complements the first-person perspective offered by typ-

ical virtual reality applications with a second dynamic view of a miniature copy

of the virtual world. This second exocentric view of the world helps users to un-

derstand the spatial relationships of the objects and themselves inside the virtual

world [5].

While previous approach with interaction based on live video stream is still rele-

vant and used, its major disadvantage is the fixed camera setup. The high availabil-

ity of mobile devices lead to a significant change - multi-display environments can
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be rearranged to support ad-hoc changes and reconfigurations in order to allow

for remote content access [7].

Pointing on large

screens
Pears and Olivier [122] described the theory and practice of markerless display

registration with smart phones and used phone’s camera for absolutely pointing

on large screens. The Sweep interaction technique uses optical-flow image process-

ing, which involves rapidly sampling successive images from a camera phone and

sequentially comparing them to determine relative motion [10].

Handheld augmented

reality

One of the first pioneers of handheld augmented reality is the NaviCam system

[132]. NaviCam recognizes the user’s situation by detecting color-coded identifiers

in real world environments and displays context-aware information by superim-

posing messages on its video see-through screen. Kato and Billinghurst developed

a prototype of augmented reality conferencing system which uses the overlay of

virtual images on the real world. Remote collaborators are represented on Virtual

Monitors positioned in space and users can collaboratively view and interact with

virtual objects using a shared virtual whiteboard [82]. As Kotze et al. point out

[160], handheld augmented reality systems have been used to augment a broad

range of objects such as sights [111], printed conference proceedings [96], photo

books [64], or paper maps [138].

Minimizing the effect

of hand tremor

Despite having an advantage by allowing for a flexibility of setup, handheld aug-

mented reality shares a disadvantage with absolute pointing techniques – (hand-

held) device’s pose is subject to hand tremor as the viewpoint in scene is usually

controlled by the device’s absolute pose in space and is not self-stabilized [53].

As Vincent et al. state [160], pointing with handheld devices is usually performed

with either a screen-center crosshair [64] [96] [136] [137] [138] or by direct input on

the screen [64] [96] [19] [160]. This directly (and negatively) influences stability of

the scene on user’s screen. Researchers are intensively studying interactions based

on pointing with handheld devices to address this drawback. Rohs et al. charted

the performance space and analyzed users’ target acquisition strategies in varying

conditions [136] [137].

Frame ’freezing’ is used when precise selection is needed. The ’Freeze-Set-Go’

interaction method for handheld mobile augmented reality environments allows

users to freeze the real world view and continue to manipulate virtual entities

within the augmented reality scene [94]. The TapTap technique is based on a tem-

poral multiplexing strategy where the first tap serves to specify the focus area

in the original view so that this focus will be displayed at a scale that makes it

possible to select the target more precisely [139]. TapTap can be further combined
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with video freeze to ease the placement of digital marks [160]. TouchProjector uses

combination of automatic zooming and frame freezing to improve interaction and

at the same time to render the image steady [19]. Although video freeze mode

improves accuracy, several studies pointed out that some users become lost when

the live video is resumed as the viewpoint has changed scene is no longer updated

[19] [94].

Another approach was presented by Liao et al. in PACER [96]. Using the phone’s

camera, PACER links a paper document to its digital version based on visual fea-

tures. It utilizes the camera–based phone motion detection for embodied gestures,

with which users can select and interact with document details. The touch input is

incorporated to facilitate target selection.

The Snap-To-Feature approach snaps the interaction point to features of the real

physical scene in the AR view. It detects features in the image of the real world

scene, and snaps the interaction point to the image features if it is near those

features. The image of the real world is obtained from a live camera, and the

image features are detected through computer vision techniques [93] [83].

4.3 cross–display content transfer

An important role of intelligent user interfaces is the support of intuitive informa-

tion sharing and task migration among users’ devices, whether they are desktops,

mobile or ultra-mobile devices. On a daily basis users want to continue with a pre-

viously started task on another device. Whether users want to take their planned

trip from desktop to a mobile device, continue a game, share commented photos on

a public display or seamlessly continue watching a video stream on another device,

content migration is very desired, yet at the same time also very challenging. For

web applications this is true mainly because their state is no longer represented

by the URL, as asynchronous operations are continuously changing their inter-

nal state in the background. Desktop applications are primarily document-centric

and content migration involves manual file localizations, transfer to another de-

vice and file processing with a selected mobile application. If the user decides to

simply photograph an interesting on-screen content, the resulting picture quality

is very low when compared to the original on-screen quality and no additional

content-related metadata are transferred. What is more, a recent study by Bales et

al. [9] focused on methods and content of web information reaccess and sharing

among personal devices showed that cross-device reaccess and content sharing is
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often very spontaneous and unplanned. Researchers implemented several solution

to support content transfer.

One of the first systems which supported content transfer with a mobile device

was Hermes Photo Display [32]. Hermes enabled users to both send pictures via

MMS or over Bluetooth connection. Users could also use the interface on the door-

mounted Photo Display to select a picture and then receive it onto the phone via

Bluetooth.

CityWall, a large multi-touch display provides a zoomable timeline that can be

panned chronologically to organize public images of the city [123]. Peltonen et

al. used mobile application to take the photo, tag it with appropriate keywords

and send it to Flickr. The CityWall computer periodically checked for new content,

downloaded it to the wall and displayed [124].

The SnapAndGrab system [101] allows a user to select and download media

packages (a collection of various OBEX items) by photographing a visual download

key (an image on the display) and sending that photo to the SnapAndGrab system

via Bluetooth. The submitted photo is then processed and compared to the key

images currently on display. If a match is detected the media package associated

with key image is sent back to the user’s device. The user may also wish to create

a media package that he/she wishes to share with other users. In such a case, the

user submits a contact card (VCard) to the system via a Bluetooth OBEX interaction.

This action signals to the system that the user wishes to create a media package

and subsequently prompts the user to submit an image that will be used as a visual

download key. Any additional media submitted by the user will be appended to

their media package and will be included in any future downloads of their media

package by other users [101].

In Point & Shoot [135] users aim at objects on large displays using the mobile

phone screen with a cross-hair cursor. Pushing the joystick of the phone, a grid

of visual code markers is temporally superimposed over the contents shown on

the large display and shot by the mobile phone camera. This approach relies on

the local coordinate systems of the visual codes in order to identify the absolute

position of the targeted object on the large screen where the selection is finally

highlighted [135].

Pick-and-Drop is a pen-based interaction technique for the transfer of informa-

tion between multiple displays. This direct manipulation technique is based on

the common drag-and-drop interaction-paradigm, but extends it to the interaction

between multiple computers and takes it beyond the constraints of input devices

and user interfaces for the interaction with single computers [131].
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InfoPoint translates the drag-and-drop interaction-paradigm from desktop com-

puting into a Get-and-Put operation in the real world. The InfoPoint handheld-

device gets and puts objects, respectively their ids through the recognition of visual

markers. A small display on the device provides visual feedback about captured

objects, their selection and their dropping [88].

With the Shoot & Copy system the user takes a picture of the desired region

on a large display. The image is then sent to the display’s host computer, which

compares the image to its own screen content and identifies the originally captured

region. Once the region has been identified, the application takes the icon closest to

the region’s center. The information represented by this icon (e.g., a text document,

image, music or video file) is then placed on a web server while the corresponding

URL is sent back to the user’s mobile phone. Alternatively, the original file could

be sent directly to the mobile phone where it can then be viewed or played back

by the user at any time.[18]

The DeepShot framework extends this approach. After identifying the captured

area on the screen, Deepshot pulls information from the topmost application which

resides within the recognized area and sends its state (e.g., a URL in case of web

application or internal state of the application retrieved via custom plugin) to the

mobile phone that took the picture. As a complement to pulling (downloading

content to a mobile device), Deepshot allows user to push information from a

mobile phone to another device [30].

These types of cross-devices interactions coupled with content transfer are cru-

cial for enabling ubiquitous computing. But unfortunately due to the technological

limitations, such implementation was not possible at the time when goals and vi-

sion of ubiquitous computing were formulated.
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O N - S C R E E N M A R K E R F I E L D S F O R R E L I A B L E

S C R E E N - T O - S C R E E N TA S K M I G R AT I O N

Our goal is to deliver unobtrusive task migration, typically between a desktop

computer and a mobile device. We propose to overlay an aesthetically acceptable

marker field across (a part of) the monitor screen. This marker field must be easily

detectable even by a low-end ultramobile device, unobtrusive to the user, and easy

to mix in the natural screen image. We show that Uniform Marker Fields are a

good choice for this task and propose a methodology for inserting them into the

screen image. The experimental results show that our solution provides reliable

task migration on a video stream in interactive frame rates (∼ 30 FPS marker detec-

tion, 340 ms whole processing time including wireless communication, HTC Desire

from 2010). This substantially outperforms the existing solutions based on natural

keypoints (∼ 7 sec processing). Our user tests also led to selection and design of

appropriate marker fields and their mixing parameters. This chapter is based on

our published paper [79].

5.1 introduction

We build upon the work of Szentandrási et al. on planar marker fields (Binary

Uniform Marker Fields, [153]). Uniform marker field is a two-dimensional planar

grid of squares (binary, but possibly colored or greyscale) that can be easily and

robustly recognized in a camera image, even when disturbed by occlusion, blur,

uneven lighting, etc. We are showing that such a marker field is a good choice for

imagery pattern to be inserted into the screen image in order to be detected and

recognized by a smartphone camera. The detection of the marker fields is very ef-

ficient (milliseconds on a contemporary smartphone) thanks to low computational

complexity and low memory footprint. The latter is especially important due to

the slow memory access on contemporary ultra-mobile processors. The insertion

of the marker field into the desktop image is relatively straightforward and also

computationally very cheap.

31
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Figure 7: The goal of our work is to insert a subtle piece of information into the moni-

tor screen that would be reliably detectable and could accurately establish the

location within the screen observed by an ultramobile device.

We propose here a system which uses the mixed-in marker field in order to

identify an exact spot on the screen in space and time. This identification hap-

pens without any need for interaction on the "desktop" side; instead, it is fully

controlled from the ultramobile device. It is based on the very intuitive and com-

mon metaphor of shooting a video clip with the smartphone. This technique is

employed to achieve an easy, human-friendly inter-device task migration.

The optical localization part of the solution is designed so that it is computa-

tionally as inexpensive as possible. The ease of detection is ensured by using the

marker field which is designed for robust and cheap detection. Low computational

demands allow for common-man devices to use the technology, sparing battery

life, memory resources, etc.

We provide an empirical evaluation of the task migration design: reliability of

detection and computational demands. Besides that, a preliminary user testing

was carried out to determine which way of inserting/blending the marker field
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into the screen image is best accepted by the users and what level of obtrusiveness

they are sensitive to.

MotivationFor a vast majority of applications, the initial assumption is still that users inter-

act with just a single computing device throughout the day. The practical conse-

quence of this assumption is the lack of collaboration among devices and a user-

centric activities that may span multiple devices as well as multiple applications.

While there are initial steps in this direction [12], presented interaction tech-

niques must support a wider variety of activities and fully recognize the members

of a user’s device collection. Researchers have proposed supporting activities that

span multiple applications [33]. However, we need to go further and provide

users with a lightweight solution for information transfer able to work with differ-

ent types of information and contexts, respect the need for privacy and support

additional metadata generated through interaction which is useful for future inter-

actions on other devices.

5.2 overall structural design of the proposed sys-

tem

The main objective for the design and implementation of our task migration sys-

tem was to transfer tasks and information among large variety of devices while

minimizing configuration time and being as intuitive as possible.

An inspiration and the leading metaphor was video recording on mobile plat-

forms and augmented reality applications in general, where users just point their

device’s camera at the object of interest and immediately begin to record (capture)

it or interact with it. This means that besides transferring a simple document or

URL to another device, also complete application state and related metadata are

migrated to the requester device.

We have designed our system with the following goals in mind:

1. Fast deployment without changes to existing network infrastructure.

2. Avoid requirements for a shared server or other central hub.

3. Users do not have to manually configure network settings or configure mo-

bile devices.

4. Support of variety of interaction scenarios in both online and offline environ-

ments.
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5. Because communication protocols and ways in which messages are delivered

are always changing, the system must be flexible enough to support these

changes and allow easy modification of the existing protocols and addition

of new protocols.

6. Implemented security must ensure that users have only access to certain parts

of the system and do not access restricted parts of system and applications.

7. Integration of available standard computing components to support effective

collaboration by combining the most suitable set of existing resources avail-

able on nearby devices.

5.2.1 Targeted Real-Life Scenarios

There are four basic scenarios where we consider content and task migration:

• Resuming task on an (ultra)mobile device which is one of the most desired and at

the same time most frustrating scenarios. Very often “going mobile” means

significant reduction of comfort, pace of work and accuracy in the favour of

accomplishing tasks on the go. Usually this scenario involves explicit plan-

ning and preparation, for example synchronization of documents through

specialized tools and services, which is time consuming.

• Resuming task on desktop computer. Besides consuming information (reading

books, content from web pages, games), users also often generate multime-

dia content on the go – they take photos, record video sequences, create

notes and bookmarks. As in previous scenario, specialized synchronization

services are commonly used, even though they are document-centric and are

not able to capture and work with the application state.

• Sharing content between (ultra)mobile devices. Only few solutions exist that al-

low for sharing of content among (ultra)mobile device. The most commonly

seen scenario is a content exchange between devices belonging to different

users, and content and state transfer between mobile devices of one user (e.g.

task migration from a smartphone to a tablet) is rare [106].

• Sharing content between desktop computers through an (ultra)mobile device. De-

spite wide availability of cloud-based (SkyDrive, Dropbox, ...) and traditional

(FTP, email) file sharing solutions, people still tend to rely on USB drives [42]

to transfer content from one desktop computer to another.
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5.2.2 High-Level Overview of the Task Migration System

Our system supports two main roles for devices (see Fig. 8) – the content provider

role and the content requesters role. The device in the role of content provider is

able to share the state of its applications with authenticated clients – content re-

questers. This device handles incoming connections, maintains context and streams

requested content. The content provider device provides the state of its applications

by either querying individual applications for their current work state (URL and

internal settings for web applications, document along with current page number

for document viewers, streamed multimedia content) or provides general services,

e.g. providing high quality screenshots of a selected screen area or text from a se-

lected area, possibly via optical character recognition. A typical content provider is

expected to be a plugin into existing widely-used software: common web browsers,

mail clients, office applications, possibly even integrated development environ-

ments. Content requesters are responsible for communication initiation with the

target provider device, selection of screen region or application and selection of

requested/offered content based on the user’s intent. In a typical scenario, content

requesters are mobile or ultra–mobile devices (mobile phone, smart phone, tablet,

PDA). The communication between devices is realized through a WiFi connection.

Messages which are exchanged among system components are structured key-

value pairs based on Javascript Object Notation (JSON). Binary data in messages

are encoded in Base64. Using standardized and open protocols ensures portability

of provider / requester implementations.

5.2.3 System Components and Their Functionality in Detail

The content requester’s network session manager is responsible for network connection

initiation to a remote content provider (e.g., public display, laptop). At the moment,

the communication is implemented through the WiFi connection, due to its avail-

ability on a broad range of devices. The target device is located either via network

discovery, by manually entering an IP address (or selecting IP address from his-

tory) or the user scans a specific code associated with target device (e.g. on-screen

or printed visual marker / matrix code). Afterwards, the content provider’s network

session manager accepts the incoming connection and asks for authorization and

device capabilities (e.g., camera resolution and internal camera parameters). The
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Device in the role of content requester
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Figure 8: System overview. Content requester communicates wirelessly with a content

provider. The system on both sides consists of a stack of functional blocks (blue

rectangle) whose purpose is to ensure information sharing between the built-in

or third-party applications (red rectangles). The system thus provides infrastruc-

ture for general communication between different devices’ applications.

target device uses this information to visually adjust the marker field (e.g., change

its opacity, color contrast and/or brightness).

When the connection is successfully established, the content provider device uses

the marker overlay (Section 5.3) to create an unobtrusive on-screen localization

marker adjusted for the given requester in its current state. After the connection

is accepted, the marker overlay covers a larger part of the screen, until the cam-

era’s position is detected for the first time (less than a second). Afterwards, the

overlay is automatically adjusted, so that it covers just the area captured by the

camera. The part of the marker which is observable is defined by the camera’s

position and by the distance from the content provider device.

The marker field detector on the requester device is used for fast and accurate client-

side on-screen marker decoding and sending of within-screen localization informa-

tion to the target device via the network session manager. This approach minimizes

the amount of transferred data between the devices because only the unique ID

of the currently detected part of the marker field and the homograph data is sent

back to the content provider (unlike feature-based solutions where either feature vec-

tors or the whole camera stream are sent to the target device or to an intermediate

server for processing and camera localization).

Based on the obtained camera-localization information, the context manager on

the content provider device queries individual applications and gathers their status.
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In order to obtain the application status from web applications, we have imple-

mented an extension for the Google Chrome browser which is able to forward

application state requests from our system and return gathered state information

for further processing.

The Google Chrome extension is implemented as a persistent Chrome back-

ground page, which runs on the content provider device even when main browsers

windows are closed. The extension communicates with the context manager via

websocket – full-duplex single socket connection. After receiving a request, the ex-

tension finds the active browser window and the tab with a web page and through

code injection inserts javascript script into the page. This script is able to extract

required parts of the web page - blocks of text, images, videos or links to other

web-based resources and send them back to the content provider, which forwards

them to the requester device (See Fig. 9).

If the selected application is unable to provide its state and metadata, only gen-

eral intents are available. General intents include high-quality screenshots, text and

phone numbers recognitions for the selected part of the screen.

Device in the role of content provider External Application – Web Browser

Injected Script

Background Page

Websocket Script

Browser Extension

Interaction Manager

Marker 
Overlay

Default 
Intents Context 

Manager

Network Session Manager

Websocket
Connection

Figure 9: Example of communication with external application – web browser via browser

extension. The implemented browser extension is able to extract state of web

application through javascript code injected into the opened web page.

The acquired application state is sent to the intent manager on the requester device

which translates these JSON-encoded messages to intents directly usable on the

requester platform (e.g., on the Android platform creates Android intents from

JSON messages).

Afterwards, the state manager provides the user with a visual feedback and up-

dates the GUI, based on available actions for the selected content. The options
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include resuming work with web application on current device, editing text in

available text editor, manipulation and viewing of images or audio/video play-

back.

If the user decides to continue the task with a selected application (e.g. web

browser or media player), the application dispatcher sends the intent along with

context to the appropriate application on the requester device.

5.3 marker fields design and detection

In order to minimize the data transfer between the client and the data provider, we

used easily identifiable marker field proposed by Szentandrási et al. [153], the Uni-

form Marker Fields (See Fig. 11). An advanced version of the detection algorithm,

evaluation and comparison with other alternative camera localization markers was

described in our work [153].

Figure 10: The use of our Marker Field. left: The basic black and white marker. The high-

lighted green and brown windows are unique in the marker field, just as all

other sub-windows in every rotation. right: The marker with several shades of

grey. The highlighted blue sub-window is unique in the map considering the

edge directions as seen on the extracted region.

The Uniform Marker Fields were first introduced as a checkerboard structure,

where the black and white fields are mixed up so that every n2 tile for a given

n is unique in the field in every rotation (Fig. 10). The synthesis of such fields

is highly time consuming and the size is also limited by the size of the uniquely

identifiable sub-windows (n2). (For n = 4 the theoretical upper bound of the field

dimensions is 127 × 127 [153]). In [153], the limitation of using only black and

white colors was relaxed, so that different colors or shades of gray could be used

to form the marker field. In this case, instead of the intensity of each field, the

gradient between them was used to determine the unique location inside a marker.

This modification not only helped the detection performance and the robustness

of the detection algorithm against occlusion, but also much larger maps could be
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generated with smaller n. In this work we used binary markers with localization

based on the edge gradient orientations.

Figure 11: The use of our Marker Field. left: Highlighted region in the Marker Field used

for mixing. center: Marker Field mixed into the displayed content. right: The

same Marker Field, as seen by a mobile phone camera.

The detection algorithm supposes that the grid of squares is planar and dis-

torted by a perspective projection. This assumption is always fulfilled by markers

displayed on monitors and projections on flat surfaces. Thanks to this assumption,

the algorithm is very efficient: the fraction of visited pixels (the algorithm’s “pixel

footprint”) within an average input image is very small (∼ 5%, [153]).

The grid detection algorithm performs the following three main steps (Fig. 12):

1. Extraction of edgels (edge element or edge pixel) – typically, the algorithm

extracts around one hundred straight edge fragments in the whole image. The im-

age is processed only in sparse horizontal and vertical scanlines (Fig. 12A) and

edges detected along these scanlines are used as seeds for the edgel detection. For

onscreen markers we added one more assumption. The marker will always be

roughly in the center of the camera view. This is mostly true thanks to the com-

munication flow between the client and the content provider, which only displays

the marker at a given part of the screen. Another improvement in this step com-

pared to the basic algorithm is that we have the information from the gyroscope or

accelerometer from the mobile device. This can be used to filter out directions for

the marker orientation.

2. Determining two dominant vanishing points among the edgels (Fig. 12B).

Lines in one dominant direction are supposed to be coincident with the vanishing

point. In homogeneous coordinates this can be expressed by:

∀i : v · li = 0, (1)

for the vanishing point v and the pencil of lines li. Lines li coincident with a

vanishing point in the projected space in homogeneous coordinates lie on a hy-

perplane passing through the origin. The hyperplane’s normal vector in this case

corresponds to the vanishing point v in the projective space. The hyperplane’s nor-
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A B

C D

Figure 12: Detection of the greyscale grid of squares from the image acquired by the mo-

bile phone camera (Fig. 11). A: The image is processed in sparse scanlines. On

each scanline, edges are detected (Red) and extended to edgels (Green). The

edgels are filtered roughly based on the phone’s orientations sensors. B: The

edgels are grouped into two dominant groups using RANSAC; two vanishing

points are computed by hyperplane fitting. C: Based on the vanishing points,

the optimal grid is fitted to the set of the edgels. D: Edges between the modules

are classified.

mal can be found as the direction of the least variance by eigendecomposition of

the correlation matrix.

C = (l0 . . . lN)(l0 . . . lN)T . (2)

Since matrix C is 3× 3 and symmetric, decomposition can be computed very effi-

ciently.

3. Finding the grid of marker field edges as two groups (pencils) of regularly

repeated lines coincident with each vanishing point. Two vanishing points v1, v2
define the horizon (h = v1 × v2). Marker edges of one direction can be computed

using the horizon as (x̂ denotes normalized vector)

li = l̂base + (ki+ q) ĥ, (3)

where lbase is an arbitrarily chosen base line through the vanishing point, different

from the horizon [145]. The parameter k controls the line density and q determines
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the position of the first line. A good simple choice for lbase is a line through the

center of the image (and through the vanishing point).

In order to find k and q, the value of (ki+ q) is calculated for every line (ex-

tended edgel) of the input group. These values are clustered, each cluster is as-

signed an i and then the overall optimal k and q are found by linear regression

(Fig. 12C, blue and green lines).

Figure 13: Examples of problematic edges within the pictures of the marker field. The

edges are classified by deterministically sampling a varying number of pixels

within the neighboring modules. Wald’s SPRT is used to discern the edge by

using a minimal number of such samples.

When only a small fraction of the marker field is visible without any noise or

distortions, it is crucial that the edge gradients (Fig. 10 right) are recognized cor-

rectly. Their recognition can be challenging due to motion blur, uneven lighting

conditions, real content displayed on the monitor, etc. (Fig. 13).

In order to correctly classify an edge given the locations of the neighboring

marker field modules, our algorithm samples pixels from the edge’s vicinity. If

a small number of samples suffices to decide an edge either way, the decision is

made, otherwise more pixels are sampled. If an edge cannot be confirmed, the

location between the modules is treated as a place without an edge (Fig. 14 left).

0 1
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13
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x = 33, y = 14,
rotation = 270°

Figure 14: The use of our Marker Field. left: The order in which the edges are visited. right:

The decision tree. Leaves are either invalid or contain a location and orientation

to the marker field.

The directions of the horizontal (e→ij ) and vertical (e↓ij) edges inside a single

unique n2 subwindow can be used to construct a decision tree (Fig. 14). The max-

imal depth of the decision tree is given by the unique sub-window size n2, hence
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the decision is made in constant time for arbitrary sized marker with the given

unique sub-window size.

When a compact piece of the marker field is detected in the input image, the

edges are classified and used for traversing the tree. The edges in the subwindows

are selected in a predefined order (Fig. 14). Any cluster of neighboring edges is

recognized by the tree – the leaf node would either define the cluster’s location

and orientation within the marker field or reject the cluster of edges as invalid

(due to misdetection). By using a larger number of deciding edges, the tree can

also be constructed fault-tolerant – the tree nodes can tolerate one or more falsely

classified edges.

From the correctly identified sub-windows we calculate the location of the cam-

era image center in the maker field. This information is sent to the content provider.

The content provider then maps the position to display coordinates and updates

the mixing mask and size for the marker field.

The complexity of the detection algorithm is dependent on the number of de-

tected edges in the image. For given n edges the edgel search is done in O(n)

time, since from every detected edge point on the scanlines we take a finite num-

ber of steps to find edgels. The grid detection algorithm has O(n logn) complexity

due to the need to sort the computed (ki+ q) parameters for the clustering. The

rest of the detection algorithm (edge orientation extraction, sub-window identifica-

tion and position extraction) requires constant time. More importantly the memory

footprint of the algorithm is very low visiting only ∼ 5%, [153] of the image pixels.

This is crucial for mobile processors.

5.4 results : user testing and technical evaluation

We performed a user test to find out the most acceptable shape of the marker field

and the parameters of mixing it into the desktop screen image. The technical evalu-

ation involves tests of reliability of detection of the marker field on different screen

contents and under different viewing poses. Finally, computational performance is

evaluated.

5.4.1 Marker Unobtrusiveness

We conducted an initial user study to observe how people would use our prototype.

Our main goal was to find out how obtrusive was the usage of marker fields
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Figure 15: Examples of mixed-in marker field with varying presets. top row: different back-

ground blur radii. bottom row: varying opacity levels (20, 40, 60 %).

for task migration for participants and whether this approach is feasible also for

inexperienced users.

The study we conducted consisted of 11 participants (8 male, 3 female). All

attendees use at least one ultra-mobile device (mobile phone, smart phone, tablet,

PDA) and one desktop computer or laptop on a daily basis. The average device

count per participant was 2.9.

18% of our participants use their built-in photo camera on a daily basis, 54%

several times in a week and 28% at least once in a month. 54% of participants use

multiple devices for content reaccess on a daily basis. Their average age was 29

years, the youngest participant was 21 and the oldest was 46. Seven participants

were from non-technical professions.

In the beginning, participants had to fill in a questionnaire. This questionnaire

asked them about their technical expertise, their knowledge regarding mobile

phones, as well as some demographic statements. Subsequently we introduced

our system and three basic task migration scenarios – map state transfer, acqui-

sition of short textual information from a web page and acquisition of an image

from a long online article with a photo gallery.

In order to be able to compare feedback from participants, we have created ten

marker presets divided into four categories (Fig. 15):

1. Marker with constant opacity (20%, 40% or 60%), without blurred back-

ground.

2. Marker with constant opacity (20%, 40% or 60%), with blurred background

(gaussian blur with four pixel radius).
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3. Marker with variable opacity, pulsing between 20% – 40% or 20% – 60%,

without blurred background.

4. Marker with variable opacity, pulsing between 20% – 40% or 20% – 60%, with

blurred background (gaussian blur with four pixel radius).

We provided the participants with an Android smartphone and a laptop with

our system; the laptop also contained an application which allowed fast change

of marker parameters from presets. Participants were asked to rate marker presets

based on perceived obtrusiveness on a five point Likert scale (1–least obtrusive,

5–most obtrusive).
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Figure 16: Reported average obtrusiveness for marker presets. Percents under each bar are

the marker opacity; percental ranges are the extremes of pulsing opacity.

Fig. 16 shows the user-reported average obtrusiveness for marker presets. The av-

erage rating across all presets was 2.47. Markers with high opacity were perceived

as most obtrusive (average rating 3.76), while markers with 20% and 40% opacity

had similar, significantly lower, average rating (1.67 and 2.12). Among our partici-

pants, the presence of blurred background or periodic changes in marker opacity

had only minimal influence on perceived obtrusiveness. Application of blur on

the background decreases the amount of natural edges present in the image and

allows for the marker field edges to prevail. Similarly, the pulsing intensity of the

marker allows for periodic appearances of highly opaque form of the marker field,

which can be tracked afterwards or at least can provide localization information in

discrete time frames. The fact that the users tend to tolerate these modes of mixing,

offers truly reliable on-screen localization with acceptable levels of obtrusiveness.

We also conducted a test of our system with simulated network latency, in order

to find out the maximum time the system should need until a content is returned

to the user’s device. The average time after which participants perceived system
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as poorly responding (obtrusiveness rating 3-5 on a 5-point Likert scale) was 4.5

seconds. This slightly contradicts the findings of Boring et al. [18], where a ten

seconds response time was acceptable by most users.

In general, our system was perceived very positively, with 81% of participants

stating that it would definitely help them with content reaccess. 63% of participants

would use it to obtain information from public displays. In this case, the biggest

concern were privacy issues – fear that a publicly available system could access

private information stored in mobile devices due to security flaws.

5.4.2 Marker Detection Reliability

Figure 17: Parameters of marker detection reliability setup – distance between mobile de-

vice and laptop, range of screen angles used during tests and height range of a

mobile device in order to be focused on the same point on screen.

We tested the accuracy and reliability of our marker detection algorithm, with

the marker mixed into natural screen contents. We created a setup consisting of

one device in the role of content provider and one device in the role of content

requester. As a content provider device we used a laptop computer with a high-

resolution (1920× 1080) display, and an Android 4.0.4 smartphone HTC Incredible

S for the role of information requester device. The requester device was attached

to a base perpendicular to the floor, in a fixed height, focused at a chosen part of

the screen (see Fig. 17). The experiment was conducted in a room with artificial

(fluorescent) lighting. Devices were connected through a WiFi connection. The re-

quester device was held at a distance of 10 (on graphs shown as near), 20 and 40
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cm (on graphs shown as far) and a pitch angle of 70◦, 90◦, 110◦, 130◦, and 150◦. On

the content provider device a fullscreen webpage containing text, several smaller

images, and a map was displayed during the experiment. The pulsing period for

the pulsing marker was set to 1.5 seconds. The frame rate of the camera was 25 FPS.
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Figure 18: Selected results of the reliability test. The histograms show the probability dis-

tribution of the time (in frame count) between consecutive successful position

identifications. The name of the histogram corresponds to the pitch angle, dis-

tance from the content provider plane and whether the marker was pulsing (the

pulsing period calculated in frames was 37.5 frames).

Fig. 18 shows some of the reliability tests based on the display tilt and the dis-

tance between the camera and the display. For the static (non-pulsing) marker mix-

ing we used the average transparency used in the case of the pulsing marker. We

chose from each set with different pitch at least one histogram. Between 90◦ and

110◦ the results were consistent with the data presented in Fig. 18 and thus they

are omitted. The results show that even for 150◦ pitch angle (which was outside

the viewing angles for the monitor) and from a large distance the pulsing marker

was still reliably detectable within 5 frames (0.2 seconds) with 90% probability.

The results indicate that the pulsing marker gave consistently better results then

the static marker, especially at the extreme pitch angles (150◦, 70◦). This is mainly

due to the fact that it is tricky to calibrate the correct transparency level for the

static marker that is unobtrusive but still detectable by the smart-phone camera
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for all the possible display pitch angles. Notice that histograms for the pulsing

markers show two main peaks (Fig. 18 – 70-near-pulsing, 150-far-pulsing). The

first one is near zero, since while the marker transparency is lower, the marker is

detected in each frame. The second peak marks the interval, where the marker is

too transparent during the pulsing period for the algorithm to be able to detect

it (in the 70-near-pulsing histogram it is at 15 dropped frames which is about the

third of the pulsing period).

Another observation concerning the detection reliability is that the results get

better with a larger area of the visible marker in the camera view. This follows from

the continuous marker design lacking localization patterns and relying only on

regular structure detection. However, since the user during real-world usage would

usually want to get the client closer to the content provider for more precise region

selection, we do not see this as a limitation. In the near future, the framework will

also be extended so that the visible marker region on the content provider would

be resized dynamically based on the feedback from the client.

5.4.3 Speed Performance

In order to be able to compare our solution to other frameworks (primarily DeepShot [30]),

we have tested four target applications: maps from Google Maps, photos from Pi-

casa, long articles with images from CNN.com and short textual information from

Twitter. For each application, ten information requests were sent and processed.

The setup for this experiment was identical to the previous test.

The average time for all forty requests was 336 milliseconds (Standard Devia-

tion 67 milliseconds). Table 3 summarizes an approximate breakdown of the time

consumed in different phases of the processing. The marker field decoding (the

“computational part” of the process) takes around one third of the time, whereas

the rest is spent in network communication and related activities. From the marker

field decoding part the edgel extraction and edge classification required on aver-

age ∼60% of the time on an older single core smartphone (HTC Desire with 1GHz

ARM v7 processor released in 2010) even with the very low “pixel footprint” of

the detection algorithm. The overall average time required by our naive implemen-

tation for mobile platforms excluding the system overhead to acquire the image

was 34ms (∼30 FPS) for 800× 480 resolution extracting on average ∼120 edgels. We

used standard web-site content as the background during these evaluations with

the marker constantly visible in the field-of-view. Results might differ considerably

for different smartphones or display content.
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Table 1: Timing breakdown of the mobile client.

activity % time spent

connection initialization 28 %

marker field detect & decode 34 %

network transfers 13 %

information retrieval 25 %

The results show a significant speed increase when compared to task migra-

tion solutions based on visual features. When compared to the DeepShot [30]

task migration framework, our solution is on average 20.3× faster (authors of the

DeepShot report 7.7 seconds (Standard Deviation 0.3 seconds) for processing the

frame) and allows for real-time information feedback for a selected screen area.

At the same time, our solution operates on a video stream with all the benefits: if

one camera frame fails for any reason, the mobile client program determines the

location from a subsequent valid one, etc.

5.5 implications

We presented a technical solution for reliable and unobtrusive interaction between

a ultramobile device and another (typically desktop) monitor screen. We proposed

a system architecture harnessing this communication in order to achieve task mi-

gration between the devices. This task migration procedure is designed to impose

minimalistic requirements on the system setup and at the same time to be straight-

forward and intuitive to the user.

We measured the performance of the system and the results show that it sub-

stantially outperforms the existing solutions: the detection and recognition of the

marker field is done in real time on a mid-level cellphone on a video stream; the

recognition is reliable even for different observation angles and for cluttered screen

content. We conducted a user study to select an as unobtrusive as possible variant

of the marker field and the mixing parameters.

Our system allows for direct task migration, without any direct interaction with

the desktop system – straight from the mobile device. Thanks to the usage of

the marker field, the detection is reliable, because the system ensures reliable and

easily detectable keypoints in the monitor screen. At the same time, the marker

field proves to be unobtrusive and aesthetically tolerable by the user.
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In the near future we intend to employ newly developed versions of the marker

field design and detector: using colors, various shapes of the modules (not just

squares), non-uniform module color/intensity, etc. Then, after implementing the

plugins for a selected set of popular desktop and mobile applications, we intend

to perform user testing of the whole system and report the users’ perception of

the practical use of this approach. The tests will focus on the obtrusiveness of the

marker field inserted into real-life desktop content. Also, the speed and ease of

task migration and reaccess will be evaluated.





6
V I D E O R E C O R D I N G – A P R O M I S I N G M E TA P H O R F O R

I N T E R - D E V I C E TA S K M I G R AT I O N

Nowadays, people are interacting with an ever increasing number of devices -

smartphones, public displays, kiosks or desktop computers. Currently, there is a

lack of support for seamless task migration among devices - starting a task on one

device and continuing it on another, without the need of manual application state

inspection and data transfer.

In this chapter we present a way to make this task migration or content shar-

ing process instant and intuitive. We are solving this problem by employing our

framework for application state acquisition coupled with user interface based on

an intuitive metaphor: video recording. Our interface allows for continuous inter-

action - mobile device’s display is updated in real-time and receives continuous

feedback. In every moment, user is given relevant task and content-migration op-

tions for selected application. Our approach thus emphasizes spontaneous and

unplanned content access with minimal user input, while being very responsive.

This a significant enhancement when compared to our previous approach, which

allowed only for discreet interaction.

The experimental results show that our solution provides reliable task migration

at interactive frame rates. This substantially outperforms the existing solutions. We

carried out a user study as well as empirical evaluation tests. The results indicate

that the system is perceived as intuitive, easy to learn and effective in transferring

ongoing tasks between the desktop/kiosk and a mobile device.

We make the following contributions with our system: a) We present a novel

interaction technique for continuous interaction across mobile and desktop plat-

forms; b) We present a framework for real-time application state acquisition and

reconstruction on target platform; c) We report on a user study focused on the

usability of our prototype and a system performance evaluation. This chapter is

based on our published paper [78].

51
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Figure 19: In our work, we aim at continuous exchange of information between a large

screen (a desktop computer, a public kiosk, etc.) and a mobile device. This in-

formation exchange should be visual and intuitive: based on the metaphor of

"video recording" with the mobile camera. Our interface allows for continuous

interaction - mobile device’s display is updated in real time and receives contin-

uous feedback. At every moment, the user is given relevant task and content-

migration options for the selected application. Our approach thus emphasizes

spontaneous and unplanned content access with minimal user input.

6.1 resulting interaction

The main objective for the design and implementation of our task migration system

was to transfer tasks and information among a large variety of devices without

any special hardware or changes to existing infrastructure, while being as intuitive

as possible. At the same time, we are arguing for continuous interaction, instead

of discrete selection. This way, the feedback is provided to the user throughout

the whole interaction and the user is able to manipulate with numerous selected

objects in one continuous session, instead of breaking down the session into two

phases – acquisition and processing of each individual object.

Figure 19 shows how content is transferred using our task migration technique:

(left) the user aims at the desired display (which acts as the content provider).

(upper right) After the initialization phase, the content is seen in the live video
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on the mobile device. (center right) The user starts moving the requester device

(usually a mobile phone, tablet or a PDA). As long as the device is pointed at the

original display, selected parts of the on-screen application are recognized (images,

maps, block of text or individual words). (lower right) Whenever user indicates

so, the selected content is transferred to the requester device either for immediate

processing (editing, opening in a predefined application, sharing or saving) or

saved in history for later review and processing.

In order to allow mobile use, the requester device continuously tracks itself with

respect to interactive displays in its surrounding using its built-in camera and

computes its spatial relationship between itself and each identified display. Our

interaction method used for state acquisition and transfer is based on rich founda-

tions of interaction through video streams, bimanual interaction, interaction at a

distance and mobile augmented reality.

Several interaction techniques based on video streams were proposed by re-

searchers. The Touch Projector allows for manipulation of content shown on a dis-

tant display through touch input on live video on a handheld device [19]. Boring et

al. allow for multi-user interaction on media facades through live video on mobile

devices [20]. Recently, Baur et al. expored the optical projection as a metaphor for

multi-device interaction [13].

Bimanual interaction had previously been studied by many researchers. They

have demonstrated the benefits of bimanual interaction for a variety of tasks, in-

cluding selection, positioning and navigation [22]. Latulipe et al. found significant

performance benefits for bimanual input for the manipulation of multi-parameter

functions [92]. Herbert et al. used it for display interaction with exploitation of

scale-invariant image feature matching [65].

In scenarios where direct, touch-based interaction is not available, methods for

interaction at a distance were proposed. Head Crusher allows the user to interact

with the 2D projections that 3D objects in the scene make on its image plane [126].

PointRight maps the mouse pointer to individual screens [71]. Perspective Cursor

is a solution similar to PointRight, but utilizes user’s perspective view [113].

Augmented reality is often used on mobile devices equipped with displays to

create virtual pointers and help users access remote content. Pears et al. use a cam-

era phone for absolutely pointing on large screens [126]. Sweep uses optical flow

analysis to enable continuous relative control of a remote pointer on a large screen

[10]. The Boom Chameleon is a spatially aware display [158]. Peephole Displays

introduces two-handed interaction technique which combines pen input with spa-

tially aware displays [173].
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Several interaction techniques are based on non-continuous interaction with pho-

tographic representation which consists of two distinct phases - taking a photo and

manipulating it for each selected object. Shoot and Copy allows transferring con-

tent based on its photographic representation [18]. Point and Shoot allows users to

take a photo of an object in order to interact with it [11].

Our inspiration and the leading metaphor was video recording on mobile plat-

forms and augmented reality applications in general. In these scenarios users usu-

ally just point their device’s camera at the object of interest and immediately begin

to record (capture) it or interact with it. Our interaction technique provides the

user at every moment with relevant task and content-migration options for the se-

lected application and its content. Our approach thus emphasizes spontaneous and

unplanned content access with minimal user input, while being very responsive.

6.2 proposed system architecture

With the continuous interaction in mind, we have designed a highly responsive sys-

tem (See section Speed Performance) which allows for intuitive task migration

without the need of manual application state inspection or copying of “raw” pix-

els without any additional semantic information. The task migration process from

the system architecture’s point of view is a two-way communication between a

content provider and a content requester device (See Fig. 20).

The content provider device is the device with the application state that needs to

be transferred to the other device or platform based on the user’s current context.

A device in this role is able to share the state of its applications with authenticated

clients – content requesters. The content provider device provides the state of its ap-

plications by either querying individual applications for their current work state

(URL and internal settings for web applications, the document along with cur-

rent page number for document viewers, streamed multimedia content, and other

metadata) or provides general services, e.g. providing high quality screenshots of

a selected screen area or text from a selected area via optical character recognition.

Content requesters are responsible for communication initiation with the target

provider device, for selection of the screen region or application of interest and

selection of requested/offered content based on the user’s intent. In a typical sce-

nario, content requesters are mobile or ultra-mobile devices (smart phone, tablet,

PDA).
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Device in the role 
of content provider

Device in the role 
of content requester

Figure 20: The task migration process between a content requester and a content provider

device. The content provider uses within-screen localization information of the

requester device to either acquire the full application state and reconstruct it on

the requester device or to transfer selected content (e.g., blocks of text, images,

graphs).

6.2.1 System Components and Their Functionality

The communication between requester and provider devices during the task migra-

tion process is shown in Figures 21 and 22. Prior to the task migration, a network

connection between the content requester and the provider must be established.

The network session manager module, which is present on both devices, is respon-

sible for network connection initiation to a remote content provider (e.g. public dis-

play, laptop). At the moment, the communication is implemented through a WiFi

connection, due to its availability on a broad range of devices.

The target device is located either via network discovery or by scanning a specific

code associated with target device (e.g. on-screen or printed visual marker / matrix

code). Sudden changes in network connectivity are addressed by usage of MobileIP
1 in the existing infrastructure. MobileIP is able to seamlessly handle connection

hand-overs during migration in a way that is transparent to the content provider.

The communication channel is secured by IPSec - suite of protocols which provide

data source authentication, data integrity, confidentiality and protection against

attacks 2.

1 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=656077

2 http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3776
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External Applications
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Interaction 
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Intent 
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App 
Launcher

Network Session Manager

State Manager

Localization 
Manager

External Applications

Default 
Intents

Context 
Manager
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Device in the role of content provider Device in the role of content requester

Figure 21: System overview. Content requester communicates wirelessly with a content

provider. The system on both sides consists of a stack of functional blocks (blue

rectangle) whose purpose is to ensure information sharing between the built-in

or third-party applications (red rectangles). The system thus provides infrastruc-

ture for general communication between different devices’ applications.

Figure 22: Communication between requester and provider devices during the task migra-

tion process. Our system supports full and also partial state migration where

only selected state elements are transferred to a requester device.
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Figure 23: Content requester application. Left and Middle: Partial application state acqui-

sition. Only selected parts of state (high resolution image and block of text) are

migrated to the requester device from a web application (Left) and a desktop

application (Middle). Right: Full application state of a game4 with all metadata

and internal variables is migrated to the requester device and reconstructed (the

complete game state with score, current level and settings).

The localization manager on the requester device is used for fast and accurate client-

side within-screen localization. The localization is based either on marker tracking

or natural image keypoint detection, features extraction and matching. Natural

features based detection is employed during the initial position estimation and

when the devices cannot successfully track the marker. This approach minimizes

the amount of transferred data between the devices, because only the detected 2D

position coordinates are sent back to the content provider.

The transferred and processed content is much smaller compared to the purely

feature-based solutions where either the feature vectors or the whole camera stream

are sent to the target device or to an intermediate server for processing and camera

localization. This allows for fast and reliable real-time interaction with immediate

feedback even on low-end devices.

Based on the obtained camera-localization information, the provider’s context man-

ager queries individual applications and gathers their internal state. In order to

obtain the full application state from web applications, we have implemented an

extension for Google Chrome browser (see section Content Provider Chrome Plu-

gin) and plugins for applications from Microsoft Office suite (see section Content

Acquisition From Desktop Applications).

If the selected application is unable to provide its state and metadata, only gen-

eral intents are available. General intents include high-quality screenshots, and

text and phone numbers recognition for the selected part of the screen (the OCR

functionality is implemented via Microsoft MODI library3).

3 http://support.microsoft.com/kb/982760
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The acquired application state is sent to the intent manager on the requester device

which translates these JSON-encoded messages to intents directly usable on the

requester platform.
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For example a YouTube video playback state in JSON-encoded message

Listing 1: JSON-encoded YouTube video state

1 {

"video":

{"−provider": "YT", " id": "oHg5SJYRHA0",

"time": "15", "quality ": "720p"}

}

is translated to an Intent on the Android platform

new Intent(

Intent.ACTION_VIEW,

Uri.parse(

"vnd.youtube:"+oHg5SJYRHA0?t=15&vq=hd720

5 ))

Afterwards, the state manager provides the user with a visual feedback and up-

dates the GUI, based on the available actions for the selected content. The options

include resuming work on a requester device – continuing work with a reconstructed

web application state on a current device, editing text in an available text editor,

manipulation and viewing of images, audio/video playback, etc.

6.2.2 Marker Tracking and Natural Keypoints based Detection

Our solution utilizes a combination of natural features based detection and marker

tracking in order to reliably establish the homography between the screen and the

observation of the mobile device’s camera. This allows us to employ a fast and

precise continuous interaction even on low-end mobile devices.

During the initialization phase and in case of fast camera movement, we employ

natural features based detection. Detecting keypoints and extracting features on

the mobile phone would be too costly on some low-end devices. Instead, the fea-

tures are computed and matched on the content provider. Similar approach was

taken in [30] and [13]. The difference is, that our solution does not stream the video,

as it would generate high network traffic (see experiments). Instead, we use natural

features detection as a fallback method, and send frames only in large intervals.

A major disadvantage of pure natural features based methods is that they rely

on rich features being present on the target display. This assumption is rarely met

4 http://www.themaninblue.com/experiment/BunnyHunt
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in the highly manhattanic world of desktop and web applications. As a solution,

we utilize a virtual cursor using the Vuforia5 library on the content requester side

combined with a small natural image target on the content provider. The natural

image target is used to compute the required offset on the content provider caused

by the camera movement. The computed relative correction is sent to the content

provider. This is our primary method of camera movement tracking.

The image target also serves a secondary objective as a reference position to

draw the augmented UI elements of the application. These elements give visual

feedback to the users, so they move within acceptable distance from the content

provider. The augmented layer also hides the obtrusive marker on the client side.

If multiple users are simultaneously interacting with a single provider, their

primary mean of localization is natural features based detection of a target. In

the case that multiple targets overlap, clients automatically fall back to natural

keypoints tracking on the target display. This approach ensures that the interaction

will not be interrupted even if multiple users are migrating the same elements at

the same time.

6.3 implemented solution - chrome and android

As a proof of concept and as the prototype for user testing and exact experimental

evaluation, we created a pilot version of the whole system. It consists of:

• The content provider background service for MS Windows,

• Google Chrome extension as the application-side provider module,

• Plugins for Microsoft Office suite applications,

• Android application as the client.

6.3.1 Content Provider Chrome Plugin

In order to be able to access and examine the full application state of an online

application, the content provider needs to access the loaded content in a web browser.

We have developed an extension for the Chrome browser. This extensions acts as a

communication bridge between our application on the content provider device and

web applications running inside the browser (See Fig. 24).

5 https://www.vuforia.com/
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When the user selects contents of a web page (blocks of text, images, videos or

links to other web-based resources) or a complete online application state (e.g., a

trip planned in Google Maps) for a migration, the extension finds the active web

application and through the code injection inserts a script into it6. This script is

able to directly manipulate with the page’s Document Object Model (DOM) and

extract the required parts of the online application and send them back to the con-

tent provider. In the case of full-state migration request, the plugin extracts all files

with internal variables (e.g., referenced javascripts) and sends them to the content

provider. This script executes in the context of a page that’s been loaded into the

browser, making it a part of a web application, not a part of the extension. The

script is also able to inject information into web application, thus allowing for

continuation of task. We have chosen this approach as all widely-used browsers

support code injection into loaded pages. After the extraction, the content provider

forwards content data to the requester device, where the application state is recon-

structed, thus allowing the user to continue with a task on the other device.

6.3.2 Content Acquisition From Desktop Applications

The communication and content acquisition from desktop applications is imple-

mented either via plugins for individual applications (in which case, support from

the original developer is not required) or through available frameworks which al-

low URI-based access to objects (e.g., Three20
7 or NimbusKit8).

We implemented plugins for applications from MS Office suite which allow us to

either migrate the whole application state (e.g., a whole Excel document or selected

worksheets) or access and modify individual objects (e.g., graphs, images, tables).

Plugins were implemented in C# language. Plugins for desktop applications work

in a way which is similar to browser plugins. They implement the same interface

for data exchange. The difference is, that acquired data are sent to the requester ap-

plication through inter-process communication via named pipes (See Fig. 24). For

context manager there is no significant difference between data exchange through

named pipes or web sockets. This allows us to introduce new ways of communi-

cation with applications in the future without significant changes on the content

provider side.

6 http://developer.chrome.com/extensions/content_scripts.html
7 http://three20.info/
8 http://nimbuskit.info/
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Figure 24: The content provider is able to retrieve the application state of a web or desk-

top application. The implemented browser extension is able to extract the state

of web application or alter it through code injected into the opened web appli-

cation and send it back via websocket connection. Desktop application state is

retrieved through implemented extensions and sent via named pipe connection.
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Figure 25: The user interface of the requester device consists of three layers - live video

stream from the device’s camera, 3D GUI based on augmented reality and con-

tent acquisition GUI dynamically updated with respect to the current content

selection.

To further minimize the effort for developers to develop specialized plugins

for web and desktop applications, we created a Javascript (JS) and C# libraries

and plugin templates which implement the communication protocol and hide the

WebSocket and named pipe connections. Creating a new plugin thus involves only

writing a short JS or C# code which selects and sends application state-relevant

values (See Listing 1).

6.3.3 Content Requester Android Application

For the implementation of a mobile content requester prototype we chose the An-

droid platform because of its availability on a broad range of mobile and ultramo-

bile devices. For the initial design of our application, the main goal was a clean

and minimalistic design of control elements, which will support the video record-

ing metaphor.

After starting the application, the user is welcomed with the option to choose

between connecting to a previously used provider device, using network discovery

to discover available provider devices or by scanning a specific code associated with

target device.

After connection, the detection algorithm computes the position of the requester

device with respect to the current provider and optionally position of a virtual
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Figure 26: The browser extension is able to directly manipulate with the web page’s DOM

and provide a visual feedback for the user’s actions. When the user is selecting

a content of a web page for migration, either a virtual cursor can be displayed

above the marker (semi-transparent crosshair), or a selected element can be

highlighted (area with a blue background). This way the user can clearly see

what content is selected for migration.

cursor (See Fig. 26) which helps the user to identify the exact spot the user is

pointing at.

The main user interface can be seen in Figure 25. The interface consists of three

layers. Live video stream from device’s camera is on the lowest layer. On top of

the video stream is an augmented reality 3D GUI. The main advantage of the

augmented reality interface element is that it naturally guides the user to the ap-

propriate distance and angle with respect to the content provider by the means of

size and rotation change. This interface is used to mark the content for migration

– similarly to a video camera’s record button. It is used by user’s non-dominant

hand. The topmost layer consists of 2D elemets which are dynamically changed

based on the content which the user is currently selecting for migration and dis-

play preview of recorded items – blocks of text, images, hyperlinks. If any of this

content is touched by the user’s (dominant) hand, options for further processing

are displayed. These options are dependent on the selected content and include

editing, sharing on social networks, saving to the device or launching an appropri-

ate Intent.

During the interaction between the content provider and the requester device, the

application stores the history of the accessed content and allows the user to access

it later.
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6.4 experiments : empirical tests and user study

We conducted an initial user study to observe how people would use our proto-

type. Our main goal was to find out whether this approach is feasible also for

inexperienced users. The technical evaluation involves tests of precision computa-

tions of the system as an input device, evaluation of the required bandwidth and

speed of detection on contemporary mid-range smartphones.

The study we conducted involved 25 participants. In the beginning, the partic-

ipants were asked to fill in a questionnaire. This questionnaire asked them about

their technical expertise, their knowledge regarding mobile phones, as well as

some demographic statements. The average age of attendees was 28 years, the

youngest participant was 21 and the oldest was 42. Ten participants were from

non-technical professions.

All attendees use at least one ultra-mobile device (smartphone, tablet, PDA) and

one desktop computer or laptop on a daily basis. The average device count per

participant was 3.18. 20% of our participants use camera on an ultra-mobile device

for taking pictures on a daily basis, 36% several times in a week, 23% at least once

in a month and 21% less than once in a month. 9% of our participants use camera

on an ultra-mobile device for video recording on a daily basis, 16% several times

in a week, 38% at least once in a month and 37% less than once in a month.

31% of participants knew or had heard of Augmented Reality before, mostly

from web, printed ads and games. Despite this knowledge they reported only low

level of familiarity with Augmented Reality. On a 5-point Likert scale, the reported

average was 1.85 with median of 1.

72% of participants use multiple devices for content reaccess on a daily basis.

Table 2 shows the reported usage of most frequently used methods of content

reaccess by the participants. Our results support previous findings obtained by

Dearman et al. [42].

After filling in the questionnaire we introduced our system and four basic task

migration scenarios – map state transfer, acquisition of textual information from a

web page, acquisition of an image from a long online article with a photo gallery

and resuming writing of a text on a laptop computer.

We provided the participants with an Android smartphone and a laptop with

our system; the laptop also contained an application which allowed evaluation

of the movement accuracy. 72% of the participants were able to finish the tasks

under 6 s on average (not counting application startup). The participants needed
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Method of content reaccess Reported usage

File synchronization service 88%

Search queries 76%

Flash disks or external drives 60%

Shared bookmark systems 56%

Leave browser tabs open as a reminder 40%

Handwritten or printed notes 16%

Table 2: Reported usage of most frequently used methods of content reaccess.

on average 9.5 s (SD 2.3 s) to reach the goal of each task from application startup

and network initialization to successfully migrating content. The DeepShot [30]

task migration framework authors report 7.7 s for frame processing only.

We also conducted a test of our system with simulated network latency, in order

to find out the maximal time the system would be allowed until the content is

asynchronously returned to the user’s device after the content selection change.

The average time after which participants perceived system as poorly responding

(obtrusiveness rating 3-5 on a 5-point Likert scale) was 4.5 seconds. This slightly

contradicts the findings of Boring et al. [18], where ten seconds response time was

acceptable by most users.

In general, our system was perceived very positively, with 86% of participants

stating that it would definitely help them with content reaccess. 72% of participants

would use it to obtain information from public displays. Among the participants

the most valued features of our system were simplicity of usage (81% of partici-

pants), high response rate and fluidity of interaction (78% of participants) and the

ability to migrate several elements in one quick session (67% of participants).

The biggest concern were privacy issues – fear that a publicly available system

could access private information stored in mobile devices due to security flaws or

identify individual users and track their actions.

These results support our initial hypothesis that continuous interaction outper-

forms the two–phase interaction (acquisition followed by processing for each ob-

ject).
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6.4.1 Tracking Reliability

We tested both the reliability of our feature detection-based algorithm and the

tracking performance of the Vuforia library as a part of the user tests. We created

a setup consisting of one device in the role of content provider (17 inch laptop

computer with 1920× 1080 resolution display and an Intel R©CoreTMi7 processor

running at 2.2GHz) and one device in the role of content requester (Samsung

Galaxy S2 smartphone).

In order to evaluate the reliability of the feature detection based algorithm used

during initiation, the requester device was attached to a base perpendicular to

the floor, in a fixed height, focused at a chosen part of the screen (see Fig. 27).

The experiment was conducted in a room with artificial (fluorescent) lighting. The

devices were connected through a WiFi connection.

Figure 27: Parameters of reliability setup for initialization – distance between mobile de-

vice and laptop, range of screen angles used during tests and height range of a

mobile device in order to be focused on the same point on the screen.

The requester device was held at a distance of 10, 20 and 30 cm and a pitch angle

of 75◦, 90◦, 105◦, and 120◦. On the content provider device a fullscreen web appli-

cation containing text, several smaller images, and a map was displayed during the
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Figure 28: The results of natural feature detection reliability for different pitch angles. For

each distance settings 20 images were taken - 5 per each angle.

experiment. The resolution of the images sent to the content provider to compute

the initial homography was 320× 240.
Figure 28 contains the evaluation of the reliability of our natural feature based

detection for different pitch angles for the content provider device. For each dis-

tance settings 20 images were taken – 5 per each angle. The results show that the

natural features based detection was highly reliable. For angles 120◦ and 75◦ the

colors shown on the content provider were highly shifted changing the visible key-

point features causing slightly worse results. This issue is caused mostly by the

display used in testing and would harm any computer vision based technique.

During user testing, the participants were given several tasks to migrate data.

During the tasks we recorded the tracking status of our system. The detection

algorithm ran at 20 frames per second. Figure 29 shows the probability of success-

fully localizing the content requester relative to the content provider. The blue line

shows the probability of successfully tracking for a given amount of time given

that we successfully tracked the previous frame. After the tracking was lost, a full

frame was transferred to the content provider in order to be used for natural fea-

tures based detection (hence the step around the 1s mark). The delay interval of 1

second for full frame sending was chosen not to overload the network connection.

The results show that after 4s the cursor tracking algorithm was able to restore

tracking with 99% probability. This causes a short but noticeable delay for the user

after the tracking is lost and needs to be restored. Despite this delay, the overall
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Figure 29: Breakdown of the probability distribution for the tracking phase (blue) – the

probability of tracking continuously for a given time; and the detection phase

(brown) – the probability distribution in time of successfully restoring cursor

tracking.

performance of the natural feature detection is good enough to provide the users

with continuous interaction, and is an area which we are planning to improve.

6.4.2 Speed Performance

In order to be able to compare our solution with alternative frameworks (e.g. Touch

Projector or DeepShot), we tested four target applications: maps from Google

Maps, photos from Picasa, long articles with images from CNN.com and short

textual information from Twitter. For each application, 10 information requests

were sent and processed. The setup for this experiment was identical to the previ-

ous test. All tests were done using the hardware from the setup for the reliability

testing (See section Tracking Reliability above).

Table 3 summarizes the breakdown of the time consumed by the initiation phase

of the interaction for a single frame. The majority of the time (59.2%) was con-

sumed by network transfer of the reference image. This gives 1.3 FPS for the natu-

ral features based position estimation part. In the setup experiment we sent refer-

ence images in 1s intervals to avoid flooding the network.

Once the tracker was initialized, it was able to track the cursor with full 20 FPS

speed provided by the camera on the tested smartphone. After the user decided

to migrate content from the content provider, the required time to transfer infor-
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Activity Time spent

Client side processing 11 ms

Network transfers (WiFi) 442 ms

Provider-side processing 289 ms

State acquisition via plugin 4 ms

Sum 746 ms

Table 3: Timing breakdown of the initialization phase. Client side processing covers camera

image retrieval and resizing operation. Provider-side processing includes image

reconstruction, acquiring screenshot and homography calculations.

mation was 19ms on average including network communication (approximately

73%).

The results show a significant speed increase when compared to task migration

solutions based on visual features – the authors of the DeepShot [30] task migra-

tion framework report 7.7 seconds (SD 0.3 seconds) for processing the request, and

allows for real-time information feedback for a selected screen area. A big advan-

tage of our system is the utilization of video stream, which enables continuous

interaction instead of discreet selection.

6.4.3 Bandwidth usage

Table 4 summarizes the required bandwidth of our system measured during the

user test described in section Tracking Reliability. The last row contains the theoret-

ical minimum required bandwidth if we used natural features only. In this scenario

we assume that the content requester detects and extracts at least 20 binary feature

vectors of 512 bits (common for state-of-the-art binary feature descriptors). These

feature vectors are then sent to the content provider for homography computations.

We also assume a speed of at least 15 FPS for continuous detection.

Natural

Mean Peak Average features

Bandwidth 546.5 B/s 82.4 kB/s 7.8 kB/s 19.2 kB/s

Table 4: Bandwidth usage of our system used for interaction between content provider and

content requester.
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The results show that our system requires on average 2.5× less bandwidth than

the theoretical minimum bandwidth used up by a pure natural features-based

approach. However, 88.4% of the time during interactions (cursor tracking) our

system requires just 0.5 kB/s bandwidth, which is approximately 35× less than a

natural features based approach. Our system needs more bandwidth only in the

initialization phase and in the case when the cursor tracking is lost during the

interaction. In the future, this part could be replaced by computing features on the

content requester side.

6.4.4 Content Selection Accuracy

In order to measure accuracy of content selection with our system, we have used

targeting tasks based on ISO 9241-9 standard [98]. However, we have used a rect-

angular target instead of a distinct target point. We asked participants to try to

navigate pointer into the rectangular area, while being as fast as possible.

The task started after the connection between requester and provider devices

was established and the tracking subsystem was fully initialized. Afterwards users

were notified about trial’s start and moved the virtual cursor inside the area filled

with text or images. The task ended once the cursor was inside the area and user

touched the content acquisition button with non-dominant hand. We measured

time and virtual cursor’s coordinates throughout trials.

The trials were performed for three different sizes of the target area, correspond-

ing to the sizes of standardized web elements. During the testing trials, timestamp

and virtual cursor position was recorded for every received position information.

From these recorded data, Throughput was computed. Throughput, in bits per

second, is a composite measure derived from both the speed and accuracy in re-

sponses [98]. The results are shown in Figure 30.

When compared to commonly used pointing devices, our system had a lower

Throughput (TP), but also lower Error Rate (ER) for primary migration targets -

images, text paragraphs, links ( in [98] the reported values were: joystick TP 1.8

bps ER 9%, touchpad TP 2.9 bps ER 7%, trackball TP 3.0 bps ER 8.6%, mouse TP

4.9 bps ER 9.4% ).

These results show that our system is comparable to commonly used pointing

devices and usable even by inexperienced users. In the near future, we will im-

prove both Throughput and Error Rate. We will compensate for natural hand

tremble (which is the main source of lower TP and higher ER) by employing a
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Figure 30: Left: Average throughput acquired during experiments where the user was

moving the virtual cursor from starting point to the target area. In the graph

is shown connection between the throughput and the sizes of the target area,

which were chosen according to the sizes of standard web elements. Right: Av-

erage error rate depending on the size of the target area.

smooth estimate of cursor’s position and add the option to (semi-)automatically

zoom for a better selection of content from remote providers.

6.5 implications

We presented a solution for seamless task migration among a broad range of de-

vices. Our approach emphasizes spontaneous and unplanned content access with

minimal user input, while being very responsive. This interaction is based on an

intuitive metaphor of video recording.

Our interface allows for continuous interaction - mobile device’s display is up-

dated in real-time and receives continuous feedback based on the content user

is currently looking at. In every moment user is given relevant task and content-

migration options for selected application and its content.

In order to reliably establish the homography between the screen and the obser-

vation of the mobile device’s camera our system utilizes a combination of natural

features based camera pose detection and virtual cursor tracking. This allows us

to employ a fast and precise interaction even on low-end mobile devices, support

migration of static and dynamic screen content and allow for simultaneous inter-

action of multiple users.

We created a prototype implementation of the whole solution which allows for

task and content migration from web applications (through Google Chrome ex-
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tension) and desktop applications (plugins for MS Office suite applications) to a

mobile client (implemented for the Android platform).

This prototype was examined within a user study and by a set of performance

evaluation experiments. The results indicate that it substantially outperforms the

existing solutions: the localization and task migration is done in real time on a mid-

level cellphone; the localization is reliable even for different observation angles

and for cluttered screen content. Our solution operates on a video stream with

all the benefits: if one camera frame fails for a reason, the mobile client program

determines the location from a subsequent valid one.

In near future, we are going to focus on increasing interaction distance, thus al-

lowing for continuous interaction with remote and unreachable displays. This will

be made possible by employing automatic and semi-automatic zoom functionality

for selected content. We will also explore the possibilities of making the tracked

cursor as unobtrusive as possible and minimize the required time for the fiducial

to be present on the screen.





7
A D A P T I N G E X - P O S T I N T E R A C T I O N W I T H P U B L I C D I S P L AY

C O N T E N T U S I N G E Y E T R A C K I N G

Short intensive interactions with unfamiliar pervasive displays coerce users to per-

form cognitive operations with uncertainty and risk of not being able to access the

information of relevance later. We developed a new way of interaction with perva-

sive displays by harnessing the eye-tracking technology to extract information that

are most likely relevant to the user. These extracted bits of important information

are presented to the user and sorted according to their estimated importance – in

the PeepList. The users can interact with the PeepList without explicit commands

and they can access the customized PeepList ex-post in order to review information

previously consumed from the pervasive display. What is more, by employing the

gaze tracking we are able to eliminate a major drawback of our previous solutions

- visible part of a marker field mixed with screen’s content.

We carried out a user study involving 16 participants to evaluate the contribu-

tion of PeepList to efficient pervasive display interaction. The tests revealed that

the PeepList system is unobtrusive, accurate, and in particular reduces interaction

times by 40% when complex tasks were presented to participants. A feasible user

model can be built in under 30 seconds in 50% of all interactions, and in one minute

a majority of all interactions (70%) lead to a useful user model. Experimental re-

sults show that eye-tracking is a valuable real-time implicit source of information

about what the user is searching for on a pervasive display and that it can be used

for real-time user interface adaptation. This considerably improves the efficiency

of obtaining and retaining required data. This chapter is based on our published

paper [76].

7.1 introduction

Pervasive dynamic displays become ubiquitous [40], as static information posters

and bulletin boards are being replaced by digital technologies. The traditional dis-

plays are enriched by the means of user interaction, typically by either some form

of touchscreen functionality, or through interaction with the display from a dis-

75
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tance (e.g. by mobile phone-based interaction [40, 35], or by depth cameras [108,

174]).

Multiple research groups are dealing with the challenges of public and pervasive

displays and the novel ways of interaction with them [67], for example by enabling

passers-by to simply walk up to a display and to navigate content using their eyes

only [175]. Pervasive displays are already being used in a large variety of contexts –

as a medium for advertising in public spaces [109], a platform for content exchange

similar to traditional public notice areas [3], or for creation of public spaces that

promote community interaction and place awareness [104].

The problem we consider in this work concerns the fact that interaction with

many pervasive displays is often sudden, short, and arbitrary, and the user is not

familiar beforehand with the user interface. Users interact with shared pervasive

displays in bursts, and the usage time is constrained, for example, by the physical

space that a limited number of users can occupy in front of the information board

(e.g. pervasive displays located at expo venues, hospitals, hotels, fast-food counters,

nearby escalators, and in public transport). Therefore, the display systems cannot

explore long-term user models in these situations, and, instead, effective short-

term, one-shot models have to be created. Additional motivation lies in the fact that

short intensive interactions with pervasive and mobile information coerce users to

perform demanding cognitive operations [117] and introduce risk of not being

able to access information later. In order to create interaction that is both efficient,

rewarding, and engaging [40], new forms of interactivity should be developed.

One of the solutions is to harvest the relevant information and user preferences

from the pervasive display and transfer it to the users’ profiles and their devices so

that the relevant information is available also ex post – after the initial interaction.

This way the users are able to re-access information from the primary interaction

with the pervasive display during the secondary interaction on a personal device

(usually a smartphone, tablet, or other personal device with networking capabili-

ties).

A rudimentary existing materialization of this idea is the implementation of the

history pane in the current web browsers [172]. The web browser history pane

collects the browsing information invisibly and the user refers to it only from time

to time – exactly to re-visit the information previously accessed. Such functionality

decreases the need to recall the URLs visited and allows for distribution of the user

data across multiple devices. By supporting a way to re-access the content after the

interaction with the display, users are able to further utilize previous information

in an unobtrusive way on their personal devices – for example after observing a
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Figure 31: The PeepList interaction overview. 1) User approaches pervasive display that is

equipped with an eye-tracking technology. 2) While user examines the content

of the pervasive display, the PeepList system (a part of the pervasive display) in-

ternally reorders relevance for on-screen elements based on user’s eye tracking

data. Reordered items are automatically sent to user’s mobile device. 3) After

the interaction, the user has access to personalized results and is able to further

filter and reorder the results.

food court display, users are able to access the detailed information about food

items, such as allergens or nutritional values. In another case, after looking at

a pervasive display with a floor plan of an unfamiliar building or subway and

planning a path, users are able to re-access parts of the plan or path.

In this work, we set to solve the problem of automatically recognizing user’s

items of relevance from gaze during short interactions with a dynamically gen-

erated pervasive display. Furthermore, we demonstrate that such knowledge can

be collected in real-time to facilitate secondary interactions on the user’s personal

device. We conducted an experiment in which a number of users interacted with a

pervasive display while their gaze was recorded and concurrently, a ranked list of

items of presumed relevance was generated – the PeepList. We evaluate the perfor-

mance of such automatic ranking from gaze and its effects on further search tasks

on a private device.

The main contribution of this article is showing that gaze can be a valuable

source of information regarding the user’s items of relevance and that a relevance-

sorted PeepList of items from the pervasive display can be considerably more

helpful than a mere list of all the items from the pervasive display. The experi-

ments show that the sorted PeepList speeds up ex post interaction (i.e. secondary
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interaction on a personal device) tasks up to two times (compared to having the

list of items unsorted). We also propose a novel way of collecting and processing

the information from the pervasive display by the means of eye tracking and verify

its usability experimentally.

7.2 related work

Gaze tracking has come a long way, all in technological, applied, and method-

ological directions [152]. Current eye-trackers offer spatial and temporal precision

combined with unobtrusiveness that make them promising devices for ubiquitous

sensing and implicit interaction [99]. Such attentive user interfaces and gaze-based

user modeling do not react to explicit commands based on gaze, but instead listen

in the background and adjust the interaction in implicit ways.

Provision of novel gaze data analysis techniques further paves ways to improve

attentive user interfaces and user modeling techniques in estimation of knowl-

edge, skills, interest and other cognitive processes [36, 49, 26, 14, 63]. Kandemir

and Kaski [80] exploit gaze data to learn relevance indicated explicitly by users.

In an art gallery scenario, users were wearing a head-mounted eye tracker and

pressed a button each time spotting an interesting piece of art. The patterns of

gaze associated with interest were learned by a machine learning algorithm to

provide predictions of interest for future use. Qvarfordt and Zhai showed that it

is possible to estimate users’ preferences based on eye-gaze patterns and manage

computer information output accordingly [128]. Estimating relevance in interac-

tions with pervasive displays that contain dynamically generated content is however

still a very challenging task for many reasons, including the severely limited ap-

plication of supervised learning in this context. For long, gaze has been frequently

employed as an indicator of attention in various studies [152, 103, 99]. Applica-

tions of gaze-based user models for adapting subsequent interaction and content

have not been previously extensively reported. For example, Alt et al. described

a prototype of a system and its evaluation, showing they can achieve an increase

in attention to web-ads [4]. Buscher et al. examined the effect of incorporating

gaze-based attention feedback on personalizing the search process [28], showing

that when reading behavior is taken as feedback, considerable improvement in the

search result accuracy is achieved. Expanding on the proposal to employ gaze as

implicit feedback for information retrieval, Buscher et al. recently coined the term

“Attentive documents” [27]: documents that keep track on how they are consumed.
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The information harvesting can essentially be treated as content generation [73];

besides it, another challenge of interaction with pervasive displays is the person-

alization and private interaction with the content. One of the prevailing ways

to personalize interaction with a pervasive display is to employ users’ mobile

devices, such as in the personalized weather information described by Davies

et al. [40]. Attempts to enhance interaction with pervasive displays have previ-

ously consisted of both explicit [108, 174] (e.g. gestures, speech, direct interaction)

and implicit [31, 161] ways (e.g. personal devices and social media services).

Smartphones and other mobile devices are often used during the interaction

with pervasive displays. The main reason for this is that mobile devices are equipped

with cameras and various other sensors, and have built-in networking capabilities.

In addition, they are “always available” as people are carrying them throughout

the day and use them to store personal information, which makes them ideal for

personalization of publicly available but generic data.

Many phone-based interaction methods use the device’s camera as a means of

localization within the pervasive display and selection of its content for private

and personalized ex post use. One of such localization techniques is using artificial

fiduciary markers inserted into the screen or its content. The “Point and Shoot”

technique allows users to select objects using visual codes [11]. Furthermore, new

marker types were proposed in order to reduce visual clutter caused by traditional

black and white markers [164, 77]. However, these techniques still have several

disadvantages affecting user interaction. First, they do require explicit interaction,

that is, users have to actively select what information they wish to use later. Second,

markers occupy valuable space that can be used for other information, and they as

well affect visual appeal of the display. Finally, markers attract visual attention of

the users.

Marker-less solutions use image features for within-image localization. Chang

and Li proposed a framework [30] for capturing the work state (e.g. open windows,

internal variables, and selections) which uses SURF features on a public display for

camera localization. Touch projector [19] allows manipulation of the content on a

distant display through a touch input in a video stream. A system designed by

Boring et al. [20] allows for interaction with media facades through video streams.

Grubert at al. [57] use the Magic Lens metaphor on small screen handheld devices

for map navigation.
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Figure 32: Samples of the user interface of the pervasive display. left: Fast food selection

scenario. right: Car selection scenario. The selection items are based on real

selection options by an actual used car dealership.

7.3 peeplist – pervasive interactive display

PeepList is a novel interaction technique with pervasive displays and similar in-

formation devices (Figure 31). It provides personalized, implicit feedback based

on user’s gaze. PeepList’s main objective is to help users quickly and efficiently

interact with desired content based on multiple criteria under time constraints.

An example of this situation is food selection from a pervasive display board

where a sheer number of types and combinations of food are presented to cus-

tomers (Figure 32 left). Customers select food from a broad range of options while

considering several criteria at the same time (e.g. type of food, price and value,

nutritional contents, allergens, personal preference).

To demonstrate PeepList’s generality we have developed also an additional sce-

nario from a different domain – the car shop selector (see Fig. 32 right). In this

scenario, user’s task is to select one or more cars from a pervasive display based

on their brand, price and available car features (e.g., rear spoiler, trunk release,

privacy glass, leather seats). This task is based on actual car selection from a used

car dealership/car rentals where these attributes are commonly used to navigate

in a large pool of cars.

PeepList’s main goal is to provide fast and accurate recommendation of items,

while being unobtrusive. Such information can be exploited for further interactions,

for example, to speed up interactions with the teller, improve further query gen-

eration, generate recommendations, and to simplify further choices. The user data

collection utilized by the PeepList system is based on implicit eye tracking, where

the eye tracker is embedded into the pervasive display. This type of eye tracking

is generally considered to be unobtrusive [2, 50], especially when compared to

mobile eye trackers or marker-based interaction with a smartphone.
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Figure 33: User interface of the mobile client. The first three filters are selected and the list

below is updated instantly. left: Food scenario. right: Car selection scenario.

7.3.1 PeepList Concept

When a user approaches the PeepList-enabled pervasive display (see Figure 31 for

the overview of the whole concept), the system registers user’s behavior and based

on several features from the embedded gaze tracking (see Section 7.3.4 for details)

starts ranking individual items (e.g. type of food – burgers, salads, shakes in the

food scenario, or car brands in the car shop selector scenario) along with attributes

associated with the items (e.g. price, nutritional values, or car features).

For each attribute a vector of gaze metrics is computed and data from all the

attributes within one element are also accumulated (for details see Section 7.3.4).

By analyzing this individual pattern of user’s gaze behavior, the PeepList system

creates a personalized and ranked list of items. This list is continuously updated

(1 sec. in our implementation) and sent to user’s mobile device.

This way the user is able to access personalized information from the pervasive

display at any time and be recommended other relevant items. Also, the user can

access the collected PeepList after departing from the pervasive display and deal

with the list adapted by the inferred preference.

Because the list of options on a content provider is usually long and secondary

interaction takes place on a mobile device, we have developed a minimalistic inter-

face for the mobile client (see Fig. 33). The interface is based on a responsive layout

of elements, which efficiently uses the screen space; filters are turned on and off by

a single tap. If the system infers that certain attributes are relevant, corresponding

filters are automatically turned on, thus filtering (and reducing) the list of results.
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Figure 34: System overview. Orange blocks represent core system parts of our PeepList

implementation. Blue blocks are PeepList system extensions used for generation

of participants’ tasks and overall performance evaluation.

On mobile platforms, this approach, we believe, is intuitive and unobtrusive, as

the whole client-side interaction can be controlled with one hand and the user sees

the results and the filters at the same time.

7.3.2 System Architecture

Our implementation of the PeepList system consists of three main components: the

content presenter application, public central web service, and a client for mobile devices

(Figure 34). The central element of the PeepList system is the web-based service. It

aggregates data from content providers and forwards them to the connected clients.

The data contains the state of individual content providers, the currently active fil-

ters for individual users and relevance data acquired from eye-tracking. The content

provider, a pervasive display coupled with an eye tracker, is the primary device the

user interacts with. It displays relevant information and estimates users’ prefer-

ences in real-time based on gaze data from the eye tracker. Our system currently

supports two eye tracking solutions – Tobii eye trackers1 and a low-cost tracker Eye

Tribe2, however, modular implementation allows for connection of other vendors

quickly. There may be numerous implementations of the mobile client. In our scenar-

1 http://www.tobii.com/
2 https://theeyetribe.com/
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ios, it takes the form of a web-site with responsive layout designed to be suitable

for a broad range of mobile devices. Data transferred between the web service and

mobile clients are exchanged as JSON serialized objects and the protocol is thus

open for alternative implementations. In our solution, the network address of the

web service is always known to the mobile client and the connection is not secured, as

connection mechanism and creation of a secure channel is out of scope of this pa-

per. However, these challenges have already been addressed by other researchers

– for example [56], [120] or [30]. Sudden changes in network connectivity can be

addressed by usage of MobileIP [125] in the existing infrastructure. MobileIP is

able to seamlessly handle connection hand-overs in a way that is transparent to

the web service. The communication channel can be secured by IPSec – a suite of

protocols which provide data source authentication, data integrity, confidentiality,

and protection against attacks [6].

7.3.3 Representative Scenario and User Interface Design

As a means of prototyping the system and for demonstration and experimental

evaluation, we developed a car shop selector scenario and a food menu scenario, imi-

tating typical interactions with pervasive displays. In a car shop interface, the seller

lists the cars currently available in the store. Each of the items is described by a

range of attributes and parameters, such as make, model, price, equipment, and

dimensions.

One of the important decisions during the interface design was the size of the

areas of relevance, to balance the trade-offs between legibility and usability of the

interfaces and the accuracy of gaze tracking. We conducted a pilot study with

various sizes of interaction elements in order to find the smallest acceptable size of

a tile to be reliably recognized by the eye-tracker. Several users were first calibrated

using a 16-point calibration and then the same calibration pattern was shown while

requesting the users to attend to the centers of the calibration dots.

Precise detection of attributes plays a crucial role in the PeepList system. The

selected visual angle directly influences the size and amount of recognizable ele-

ments which can be displayed on screen at the same time while providing certain

level of detection precision. Figure 35 shows the dependency between the size of

an element and accuracy of reported gaze. Based on this experiment, we selected

to use 1.5◦ for the minimal visual angle of a reliably recognizable element.
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Figure 35: The size / accuracy tradeoff when identifying a display element by eye tracking.

We selected to use 1.5◦ for the minimal visual angle of a reliably recognizable

element. This value allowed us to display several dozens of items at the same

time with a high level of accuracy.

7.3.4 Gaze Data Processing and Relevancy Estimation

A pervasive display typically contains several dozens of items that can be of rel-

evance to the user. We created bounding rectangular boxes around each item for

simplicity, however, more complex shapes can be used. Each element has the same

structure and it is further divided into areas containing detailed information about

the element (hereafter attribute) – see Figure 36.

Figure 36: Pervasive display elements. Elements are currently rectangular and structured

into attributes. Gaze tracking reasons which attributes are important to the user

and uses this information for forming the PeepList.

As the user interacts with the display, for each attribute a vector of gaze metrics

is computed (Figure 37). Data from all the attributes within one element are also

accumulated. It is thus possible to determine which attributes in which element
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Figure 37: Collecting gaze data for Element and its Attributes. A vector of gaze features is

created for the element as a whole and for the individual attributes.

were attended by the user. When the participant’s eyes could not be tracked, the

system would not update the currently maintained rank of relevance. Using a

series of piloting experiments, we derived the following list of gaze metrics. They

are inspired by standard metrics used in the eye-tracking research [70, 68] and we

experimented with all of them in order to determine, which ones would contribute

most to our purpose.

Let us set the terminology for the following explanation. Each eye-tracking ses-

sion is treated as a sequence of eye fixations fi, ∀i ∈ (1, . . . , F), where F is the total

number of fixations in the session. The duration (length) of one fixation will be

denoted as |f|. Observable items g ∈ G are both the elements e ∈ E and attributes

within elements [e,a] ∈ E×A (A is the set of attributes). According to the screen

layout and based on the sufficient size of the observable items (Section 7.3.3), the

relation of fixations with observable items is defined: φ(f,g). This relation indi-

cates that fixation f is related to observable item g (i.e. the user is attending to the

item). It should be noted that one fixation f can be related to multiple items g at

the same time. This typically means that when the subject observes an attribute,

she also attends to its parent element (see Figure 36 and 37).

gaze time τ : Sum of all fixation durations on the item in milliseconds. In eye-

tracking research, gaze duration is considered as a measure of relevance [70].

τ(g) =
∑

∀fi :φ(fi ,g)

|fi | (4)
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fixations count σ : Total number of fixations on the item. Previous research

shows that the number of fixations is negatively correlated with search effi-

ciency [70] and semantic importance [68]. We define this value by the means

of the cardinality of the proper set of fixations ‖{· · · }‖.

σ(g) = ‖{fi|φ(fi,g)}‖ (5)

visits counts ν : Total number of visits of the item. A visit is either a single fixa-

tion or multiple fixations connected by saccades belonging to a single observ-

able element. A visit is ended by a fixation on a different observable element

than the previous fixation. The ending of a visit is similar to OnMouseExit

type of event commonly used in traditional interfaces.

ν(g) = ‖{fi |φ(fi , g) ∧ ¬φ(fi+1 , g)}‖ (6)

fixated last ϕ : Total number of cases, when the item was fixated as the last

item within its parent (sudden saccade out of the element after the visual

search of its attribute). We have chosen “Fixated Last” instead of a more com-

monly used “Fixated First” because we have frequently observed that in cases

when users are looking for a certain attribute value in a randomly ordered

list of attributes within an element, the information that this attribute was

visited last very often indicates that user found what was relevant.

ϕ(a) = ‖{fi |∃e ∈ E : φ(fi , [e , a]) ∧ ¬φ(fi+1 , e)}‖ , (7)

ϕ(e) = 0 , ∀e ∈ E , a ∈ A (8)

The score of each item (element or attribute) is then:

s(g) = α1τ(g) + α2ϕ(g) + α3σ(g) + α4ν(g) (9)

We estimated the parameters from the piloting data. We first obtained coarse

settings of the coefficients to find feasible ranges by trial and error. Later, we fine

tuned the settings by linear regression to estimate the influence of individual met-

rics on the final raking of relevance by inferring the values for αi constants in

Equation (9). The most contributing metrics for a stable ranking of relevance are

gaze time τ and fixated last ϕ. The other two metrics (visits counts ν and fixations

count σ) have negligible influence on the overall score s(g) and in the experiments

reported below they are omitted for simplicity. An interesting finding is that the

rarely used metric fixated last is very important in this measurement. However, it is

understandable, because when user after visiting an attribute moves on to another
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element, it strongly indicates the importance of the given attribute. All gaze-based

metrics were recorded to an experimental database that is made public with this

paper to allow further data mining from a research community.

Based on the score, the list of elements and attributes is continuously reordered,

prioritizing items with highest score. After each computation, the list is sent to

the client device. It is the client’s responsibility to render the list in the most ap-

propriate way. In our implementation, which is targeting mobile devices, instead

of showing the whole ordered list, the list is filtered. Each filter represents one

element or attribute present in the scenario.

The filters were ordered in the same way as attributes. Their order was based on

the value of Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) [165]. The NDCG is

a metric commonly used to measure the performance of a recommendation system.

The NDCG and its application in our system is described in detail in Section 7.4.3.

The filters were ordered from the highest NDCG value to lowest. In our client

implementation three filters with the highest score were turned on for the client

interaction part of the session.

7.4 experimental evaluation

To evaluate the efficacy of PeepList for interaction with pervasive displays, we

conducted a user study. We hypothesized that when the system is capable to esti-

mate items of relevance of users on a primary task and transfer it into the mobile

device, performance and user experience with the secondary display improve. In

particular, we measured the accuracy of relevance prediction across queries with

varying complexity, and the time spent on the mobile user interface as a function

of accuracy.

7.4.1 Participants and Apparatus

The study we conducted involved 16 participants (mean age = 30.25, SD=5.91), of

which 6 were female. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

All had a technical background with at least a first degree in natural sciences

or engineering. They used computers frequently and daily and were skilled in

interacting with computers and touch-enabled devices. Participants took part in

the experiment individually, and assisting personnel was present at the experiment

throughout its whole duration.
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The hardware setup consisted of a Tobii TX300 eye tracker with 23 inch LCD

display with a resolution of 1920× 1080 pixels. The sampling rate was set to 300Hz.

Participants were seated at the distance of 60 cm from the screen. For the secondary

interaction, an iPad Air 2 tablet was used, running a Chrome browser.

For the testing and evaluation of queries to be presented to the participants, we

created a query editor. It is a desktop application where the administrator is able

to form a query by selecting a scenario and desired attributes. For example, the

query can sound as: “Find the cheapest meal with more than 76 % of Protein that does

not contain Peanuts”, which is a task related to the “Food” scenario. This query

is automatically defined as a “Find lowest price”-general type of query leading

to one result (one item selection) and defining the important numerical attribute

Protein and boolean attribute Peanuts. These queries were created during a quick

interaction with the editor and serialized as a JSON string to the database. The

database of queries allows to carry out comparable experiments at two different

and distant research labs and to quantitatively evaluate multiple aspects of the

participants’ responses.

7.4.2 Experiment Design, Task and Procedure

Participants were first introduced to the experiment and in about ten minutes

completed a warm-up session. During the warm-up, they could interact with the

interfaces and ask questions to make sure they fully understood the task at hand.

They were presented an example task consisting of finding a car with two given

attributes. They also practised working with the mobile user interface. At the end

of the warm-up session, participants performed a calibration routine for the eye-

tracker. Participants remained naive about the purpose of the study.

Each session task was broken down to three parts. First, a query was presented

to the participant, as a dialog box on the screen and on a sheet of paper that

was available throughout the whole study. Next, the participant interacted with

the experimental pervasive display interface to gather necessary information for

answering the query. The interaction was limited to two minutes and an audio

reminder informed the participants when 60, 30 and 10 seconds remained till the

end of each trial. If the participant wished, the current query could have been

displayed by pressing a defined key. Data were not collected during the query

display and the 2 minutes countdown was paused.
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Table 5: Example queries employed in the experiment.

Question Number of At-

tributes

Follow-Up Question

How many Toyotas have Al-

loy Wheels?

2 (Car type, Wheels) Which was the most ex-

pensive Toyota with Alloy

Wheels?

What is the cheapest car

with Satellite Radio and

Trip Computer?

3 (Price, Radio, Com-

puter)

Which of those cars was

the most expensive?

How many Peugeots have

Automatic Headlights and

Trunk Release?

3 (Car type, Head-

lights, Trunk Re-

lease)

What was the price of the

most expensive one?

The display interface was preloaded on a large computer screen equipped with

the eye tracker. Computer mouse cursor was hidden, but participants could use

the scroll-wheel to browse through the options.

The study was designed as within-subject experiment. A database of queries

was created before the experiments, such that each query had at least 1 and at

most 4 parameters. We balanced the number of queries to represent the varying

complexity. The queries given to the participants were randomly sampled without

repetition from a database of queries. In the experiment, first three filters on the

mobile user interface were pre-set depending on the ranked list of relevance, while

other filters were deselected.

Because answering each query required processing of a high number of options,

and for each new query the content of the screen was regenerated, it was virtually

impossible to memorise the list of options. Participants wrote down the answers

onto a sheet of paper immediately, and the response was recorded. Then, partici-

pants were further asked an additional question concerning the resulting options,

which motivated them to use the second interactive list. The second list was pre-

sented on a mobile device. After discerning the answer, participants recorded it to

the same sheet of paper. Table 5 presents typical queries and follow-up questions

used in the experiment.

The primary independent variable and a within-subject factor was the complex-

ity of a query. This was measured as the number of attributes it contained. By modi-

fying the complexity of a query we were able to evaluate the benefits of gaze-based
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relevance estimation for simple queries (1 or 2 attributes), and complex queries (3

or 4 attributes).

Dependent variables included the times on the primary display, the time on the

mobile display, and the normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) for each

trial (NDCG is explained in detail in Section 7.4.3). The NDCG was employed also

as the post-hoc factor: we were aware that not all participants’ gaze can be reliably

tracked (typically about 10 % of data) and thus the estimation of the relevance does

not yield acceptable (i.e. above chance) levels.

When tracking did not work, the system would not update the currently main-

tained rank of relevance, and the resulting list was randomly ordered. For each

interaction in this experiment, the outcome ranking can turn out to be relevant

(high NDCG) or not (below chance levels derived empirically [165]). In a majority

of these cases, these data points resulted from poor tracking quality. It is near to im-

possible that a poor-quality tracking would lead to a well-ordered list, because 1)

the data and screens were always randomized and in a situation that gaze-tracking

did not work the resulting ranking would again be random, 2) to confirm this, we

carefully analyzed the reasons for low NDCG, and 3) when the participant’s eyes

could not be tracked, the system would not update the currently maintained rank

of relevance. Therefore, the low-NDCG samples resulting from poor eye tracking

share the same order of items with the original content provider display.

7.4.3 Data Analysis: Precision Measures

To evaluate how well the proposed algorithm estimates the importance of each

attribute, we employed the “Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG)”.

NDCG “measures the performance of a recommendation system based on the graded rele-

vance of the recommended entities. It varies from 0.0 to 1.0, with 1.0 representing the ideal

ranking of the entities” [91]. In our system we use NDCG to score the collected list

of elements based on user’s visual attention derived from the gaze data.

The discounted cumulative gain accumulated at a particular rank position p is

defined as

DCGp =

p∑
i=1

2reli − 1

log2(i+ 1)
, (10)

with reli being the graded relevance of the result at position i in the list.

Comparing a search engine’s performance from one query to the next cannot

be consistently achieved using DCG alone, so the cumulative gain at each posi-

tion for a chosen value of p should be normalized across queries. This is done by
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ment’s attributes. The more complex the task (high number of attributes), the

more accurate and thus helpful is PeepList’s sorting.

sorting documents of a result list by relevance, producing the maximum possible

DCG till position p, also called IdealDCG(IDCG) till that position [37]. Then the

normalized DCG is computed as

NDCGp =
DCGp

IDCGp
. (11)

To estimate the level of NDCG achieved with a random permutation of attributes

order, that is, what would be the NDCG after presenting a large number of ran-

domly sorted lists of attributes, we have generated 10000 query instances from the

query pool which contains queries for participants. For each query, a list contain-

ing attributes in random order was generated. The mean NDCG across all 10000

instances was 0.44. This serves as a baseline for the experiments and is also con-

sistent with our observations from the piloting studies. If an algorithm achieves

NDCG greater than 0.44 it can be said it performs above the chance levels. Other

researchers report a very similar value for random ordering – for example Wang

et al. in [165] report the NDCG value of ∼ 0.45 for 2000–5000 randomly ordered

documents.
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7.5 results

In total, the participants solved 144 queries, and 130 queries were accepted into the

sample. We discarded about ∼ 10% of recorded sessions due to the problems with

data logging during the interaction session (web-service related problems mostly

in the early stages of recordings); the result was that we did not have complete data

about the length of the mobile interaction session. To avoid any questionable data

we decided to discard these sessions. Out of the 130 accepted queries, 31 queries

had 1 relevant attribute, 35 queries had 2 attributes, 34 had 3 attributes and 30

queries had 4 relevant attributes. Median NDCG across all 130 queries was 0.765

(SD = 0.233) which is well above the chance level of 0.44.

To evaluate how the relevancy estimation deals with increasing complexity of

the task (i.e. the number of attributes per element), we measured the mean value

of NDCG for different numbers of attributes. Figure 38 summarizes the results.

The system performs significantly better with queries containing three or four at-

tributes than for queries with lower number of attributes, according to a one-way

ANOVA F(1, 128) = 4.29,p = .04. The reason for this is that simpler queries with

one attribute are solved by participants in a shorter time, not allowing the system

to create a sufficiently accurate user model. Interactions requiring higher number

of attributes take longer time, which leads to a better user model. This is also

supported by the decreasing variance of NDCG with the increasing number of at-

tributes. In 77 % of all cases at least one attribute was correctly inferred to belong

to top 5, and in 27 % of all interactions all attributes were ranked in the very top

positions in the inferred list of relevancy.

To better understand the temporal aspects of user model creation, we measured

how much time in minimum an interaction has to take in order to obtain a well-

performing model. Figure 39 shows this as the time when a given proportion of all

sessions achieves at least the baseline NDCG. It turns out that 50 % of all sessions

surpassed the chance levels in 30 seconds.

The average time the participants spent in the main content provider application

was 64 seconds. The average time the participants spent in the mobile application

was 30 seconds, matching with our expectation that interaction on the mobile de-

vice should be shorter, due to the filtered list of options. Table 6 shows the mean

times of the interactions with the pervasive display and the mobile client, as func-

tion of NDCG distribution. With three levels of NDCG, the high NDCG values lead

to a shorter interaction time (19%) on the mobile device when compared to low
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Figure 39: Proportion of trials reaching over NDCG 0.44 as a function of time. Interaction

over two minutes would lead to a usable NDCG practically always. High major-

ity (> 80%) of cases start converging within 70 seconds.

Table 6: Mean interaction time (minutes, seconds) participants spent with the pervasive

display and with the client PeepList application. The trials are split evenly by the

NDCG. Better (i.e. higher) NDCG considerably helps the users by speeding up

their secondary interaction.

NDCG Level

0.23 – 0.59 0.60 – 0.84 0.85 – 1.0

Pervasive Display 01:08.8 01:13.5 01:07.4

Mobile Client 00:34.9 00:31.1 00:25.3

levels. This improvement differs considerably with the complexity of the assigned

task (up to 38%); a one-way ANOVA showed a significant effect of the NDCG level

on the interaction time with the mobile task (F(2, 127) = 6.50, p = .002).

We also examined how the duration of the secondary interaction time is in-

fluenced by the number of attributes in the query. We observed a reduction of

time participants needed to complete complex queries with a larger number of

attributes – if the NDCG was low, on average, the participants required 38 seconds

to complete the secondary task. With a high NDCG, this time was reduced to 24

seconds (∼ 37% reduction). With simpler queries, the time was reduced from 31

seconds to 27 seconds (∼ 13% reduction), therefore, the relevance based filtering is

more efficient for more complex queries (See Figure 40).
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The small speedup for simpler queries is caused by the design of the mobile

interface, which allows for easily de-activating a wrongly inferred filter. When

the mobile interface presents an incorrectly selected filter (due to a lower NDCG),

the error can be fixed by the user almost instantly by a simple tap on the filter’s

name. It turns out that PeepList is especially suitable for non-trivial tasks, where it

offers considerable speedup. The functionality of automatically keeping the items

of relevance is valid for queries of all complexities.
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Figure 40: Mean interaction time on the mobile client for three levels of NDCG (as in

Table 6 right) and for two levels of query complexity. When NDCG is higher,

the interaction time is trimmed down considerably. This effect is more vivid for

the complex queries, because they require longer interaction with the pervasive

display, allowing for collection of more accurate information.

Finally, we questioned whether the users are learning to work with the PeepList

concept and whether repeated interaction with the system affects the performance

of PeepList; that is, whether a learning effect was present during the experiment.

To answer this question, we compared mean NDCG and times spent on the two in-

terfaces, between the queries appearing in the first and second half of each sessions.

Table 7 shows the results. A series of two-tailed t-tests did not show statistical dif-

ferences between any pair of the three measures. Therefore, one can conclude that

no learning effect was observed.
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Table 7: Learning effect: Mean NDCG, and interaction times for first and second half of

the experiment. PubDisp and MobUI stand for the times (minutes:seconds) spent

by interaction with the Pervasive Display or Mobile Device, respectively.

First Second Difference

half half

NDCG mean 0.693 0.716 t = .52, p = .61

SD 0.254 0.219

PubDisp time 1:13.3 1:16.0 t = .41, p = .68

SD 0:34.7 0:33.4

MobUI time 0:36.5 0:31.6 t = 1.24, p = .22

SD 0.31.6 0:18.2

7.5.1 User Feedback and Observations

During data collection we recorded the reactions and feedback of the participants.

A general observation we made is that when the complexity of the queries in-

creased, users began to use external aids to help remembering the state of the

problem solving. For example, keeping counts of results was often helped by fin-

ger counting or tallying on a paper. Based on this observation, we believe that it is

the more complex queries context that benefits mostly from the type of interven-

tions presented here.

Although participants were generally naive about the intervention, a positive

feedback was received and observed when match of the relevant attributes was

seamlessly presented on the mobile user interface from the onset. For example,

one of the users said to the experimenter after the study: “I thought you set it!”,

and another said “This worked like magic!”. On the other hand, when tracking of

the gaze was poor, for instance due to participant wearing thick glasses or a gen-

eral poor trackability, it became obvious that manual setting of the filters requires

higher efforts and is prone to error. Future studies will evaluate whether knowing

that a system is capable of transferring preferences changes the strategies of the

participants.

Finally, interviews provided explanations of participants’ behavior during the

search tasks. Some participants pointed out that certain elements do not need

to be attended foveally as they may be recognized without an explicit fixations.

Although we designed and pilot-tested the materials so that recognition would
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require active direct attention, as in real life, certain elements of the display may

have been easy to process parafoveally while others require more efforts. If that is

the case, the designed gaze measures primarily resting on the fixations – that is,

on the foveal processing – may not perform best and reliably estimate the covert

relevance. This finding opens paths for future research that should investigate the

measures of attention out of fovea.

7.6 discussion and implications

This chapter presents PeepList, a novel technique for interacting with pervasive

display equipped with an eye tracker, and its user evaluation. Eye tracking is used

to infer short-time relevance when interacting with the display. These items of

relevance are used to pre-select display elements and sort them, so that they form

the PeepList – a user-centric collection of task-relevant information for later use.

This paper expands the knowledge about modeling of implicit user preferences

through gaze data.

Eye tracking technology is developing quickly [68] and will soon be embed-

ded into everyday digital technologies [163]. Although there is not a commercially

available eye-tracking technology and associated processing at the moment that

would instantly enable massive use of PeepList-like user streams, such class of eye

tracking technology can be expected in the near future. Implementation and evalu-

ation of technologies such as the PeepList demonstrates the potentials of pervasive

eye-tracking and fuels its further research.

Our experiments were formed around real-life scenarios which are commonly

experienced throughout the day, such as food selection or interaction with adver-

tisement displays. The experiments show that with increasing task complexity, the

PeepList becomes increasingly helpful; the PeepList significantly speeds up the

users’ ex-post interaction by almost 40% and was generally well appreciated. Al-

though the evaluated scenarios are simple, they reach the complexity and sophis-

tication found elsewhere (e.g. navigation assistance and guidance across complex

public spaces [119] or direct personalization of content [39]). An interesting finding

is the importance of the fixated last ϕ gaze metric. It contributes by valuable infor-

mation to the raking of the elements, because this terminal fixation is a powerful

indicator of the fact that the wanted information was found.

Regarding limitations of this research, the setup presented here required to use

a laboratory-grade eye-tracking equipment. While the proposed system is imple-
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mented with a vision of interfacing with recently appearing low-cost eye-tracking

technology, the accuracy of these devices remains low. In addition, the technology

employed in our study requires calibration, and other type of assistance, therefore,

more work has to be done to allow for truly public deployment. Therefore, future

research has to fill the gap by conducting experiments to investigate generalizabil-

ity and overall feasibility in more affordable and unrestricted contexts.

The interactions presented here were short, and users’ preferences changed

rapidly. Despite these challenges, the experiments confirmed that gaze tracking

can provide valuable cues about the user’s items of relevance in this domain. Elec-

tronic pervasive interactive technology can assist their users even more efficiently

when they have access to this type of information and eye tracking turned out to

be an unobtrusive means of obtaining it.





C L O S I N G R E M A R K S

The coupling of personal devices and situated displays enables to combine person-

alized interactivity of a private device with presentation space of a large, publicly

available display. Only with appropriate design, and by using technologies and

interaction metaphors that parallel the way the user thinks about a task as closely

as possible, are we able to achieve intuitive content sharing and information reac-

cess. The traditional desktop metaphor commonly seen in contemporary interac-

tions is more and more flawed and unable to satisfy the new user interaction and

user experience requirements. These requirements are originating from the neces-

sity to utilize many heterogeneous devices in distributed computing environment.

Enabling this type of interaction, all in the context of Weiser’s vision of "Calm

Technology", was the goal of our work.

We introduced our interaction technique based on Uniform Marker Fields – two-

dimensional planar grid of squares that can be easily and robustly recognized

in camera image even when occluded, blurred or observed under poor lighting

condition. By utilizing optical localization we have built a system which allows

to identify screen region and transfer not only pixels observed by camera, but

displayed content to the personal device. We provided an empirical evaluation of

this task migration design by evaluating reliability of detection and computational

demands. Besides that, a user testing was carried out to determine which way of

inserting/blending the marker field into the screen image is best accepted by the

users and what level of obtrusiveness they are sensitive to.

This approach to content transfer and information reaccess was later enhanced

by introducing the video recording metaphor. Instead of discrete selection our in-

terface allows for continuous interaction – mobile device’s display is updated in

real-time and receives continuous feedback. In every moment, user is given rel-

evant task and content-migration options for selected application. Our approach

thus emphasizes spontaneous and unplanned content access with minimal user in-

put, while being very responsive. The experimental results show that our solution

provides reliable task migration at interactive frame rates. This substantially out-

performs the existing solutions. We carried out a user study as well as empirical

evaluation tests. The results indicate that the system is perceived as intuitive, easy
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to learn and effective in transferring ongoing tasks between the desktop/kiosk and

a mobile device.

Our latest solution – PeepList solves the major drawback of previous approaches

– observable marker field mixed with screen’s content while being able to build

user-model during the interaction. We developed a new way of interaction with

pervasive displays by harnessing the eye-tracking technology to extract informa-

tion that are most likely relevant to the user. The users can interact with the

PeepList without explicit commands and they can access the customized PeepList

ex-post in order to review information previously consumed from the pervasive

display. We carried out a user study involving 16 participants to evaluate the con-

tribution of PeepList to efficient pervasive display interaction. The tests revealed

that the PeepList system is unobtrusive, accurate, and in particular reduces inter-

action times by 40% when complex tasks were presented to participants. A feasible

user model can be built in under 30 seconds in 50% of all interactions, and in one

minute a majority of all interactions (70%) lead to a useful user model.
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This appendix lists all our published papers in chronological order, starting with

the most recent one.

There are three papers which form the core of our research and this thesis –

[5], [3] and most importantly [1]. These papers are describing novel interaction

techniques for information sharing and content reaccess between a personal device

and a situated display. Two other papers – [6] and [4] are supporting our research

by describing Uniform Marker Field – a novel type of fiduciary marker which is

utilized in our research for fast and precise camera localization.

The rest of our published papers are not directly contributing to our research

described in this thesis.
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